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grounded in the belief that the greatest public service
that can be performed at this time is the promotion of
free popular discussion, particularly of social,. economic
and political ideas, and that a paper which desires disinterestedly to serve its age can do no better than take
this for its avowed function.
In its treatment of news THE FREEMAN will not respect the journalistic fetish of timeliness to the prejudice
of accuracy, importance and well-reasoned discussion. It
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will not compete with the daily newspaper or with any
weekly r~sum~ of news. Nor will it pretend to compete
\vith such organs of special opinion as are now serving a
large public and serving it exceedingly well.
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so far differ from existing periodicals in style and temper
as well as in content and purpose as to keep out of their
field; and they ar~ confident that the venture will in time
attract a public of its own which shall be sufficient to
warrant its continuance.
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Was Ma rx right
when he said,

"Society as a whole is
splittin1{ up- more and
more into two 1{reat hostile camps, into two g:reat
classes facing each other
-bourgeoisie and proletariat?"

CAPITAL

"England is the only
country where the inevitable social revolution might be effected
entirely by peaceful and
legal means."

KARL MARX

By

The writings of Marx are a growin1{ world force today, and CAPITAL is the only analysis of
our present society that squares with the facts. Marx declared that under a system of the
private ownership of the means of production and distribution, in which goods are produced
for profit, and wherein men and groups and nations are compelled to compete for markets,
and sources of raw material, and spheres of influence, the world would be forced into increasing unemployment, poverty, crime, suffering and wars.
Volume I, entitled "The Process of Capitalist
Production," is practically complete in itself.
It explains the thing which up to the time that
Marx came on the scene, had confused all the
economists, namely, Surplus Value. It explains exactly how the capitalist extracts his
profit. 869 pages, $2.50.
Volume IT, "The -Process of Circulation of
Capital," explains the part that the merchant
and the banker play in the present system and
the laws that govern social capital. Unravels

knots in which previous writers had become entangled. 618 pages, $2.50.
Volume III, in some respects the most interesting of all, treats of "The Process of Capitalist Production as a Whole." Predicts the rise
of Trusts and makes clear the cause of panics,
industrial crises and wars. Explains the inevitability of the downfall of capitalism because
of the contradiction inherent in the system
itself. Covers the subjects of land, rent and
farming. 1048 pages, $2.50.

The set of three volumes, $7.50 postpaid.
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The Sailing of the Buford
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EDITORIALS
BY MAX EASTMAN.

T

HE sailing from New York harbor of the "Soviet
Ark," containing deported European workingmen,
is one of those events which signalize the passing of a
period in history. This might be described as the period
o()£ the Myth ·0f American Freedom. It is true that a
. great forwarcd step was taken by our republic in the
.abolition of kings and the feudal nobility; indeed the
wealth of unoccupied land and unseized opportunity
created almost a real or economic freedom in our earliest
,days. But ,nevertheless our culture and our government
were actually established and moulded upon the principle
that the owners of land and capital .should rule the
:proletariat. As capitalism develops and the proletariat
.acquires a genuine body and power, the real nature of
these institutions becomes apparent. The" Asylum for
the oppressed 'of all Nations" turns out to possess the
most perfect bouncing system ever struck off by the
'hand of man.

A Sign.ificant Picture

'T

.'

HE American liberals feel very disturbed irt their
hearts over the sailing aw<1y of the Buford. The
New Republic, with a journalistic courage that is admirable, makes the following statement:
"A policy has been pursued by Congress and the Administration Which must force those who have any respect for American traditions to take the unpopular side,
.and insist that even where anarchists are concerned the
principles of liberty of speech and opinion and of due
process of law which are embedded in our constitutional
structure must not be set aside. Tha:t no man shall be
held to account merely for his opinions, however obl1oxious they may be,that no man shall be deprived of
his liberty without a fair judicial trial, these are among
the fundamentals of true Americanism. . .. If we do not
repent and e~piate the anarchist deportations and sedition prosecutions of 1919, as we repented and expiated
the prosecutions under the alien and sedition laws of
1798, 'our national worship of liberty and due process
<of law will indeed have a hollow sound.'"
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To those who sailed away on the Buford, our national
worship of liberty and due process of law has long
had a hollow sound. Most of them were not anarchists,
many of them were not even revolutionists; some were
veterans of the war' for democracy; one at least had
never heard of Alexander Berkman. But it is safe to
say that they were all completely disillusioned of the
dream of liberty and opportunity which brought th,em
here; and had they been treated with decent regard for
their rights as human beings and members of families,
had they been supplied with adequate clothing and provisions for their first days in a strange, cold and starving
country, there would have been little dismay or surprise
in their hearts. The moment of surprise and dismay was
long past. Conscription for a war in Europe was the
final blow to their too faithful hopes and dreams. However long it may take the New Republic to learn it, the
poorest foreign laborer in the United States has ~nown
since June, 1917, that our boast of a superior liberty and
regard for human rights is hollow and absurd.
'
To those, thereforel who believe in clearly perceiving
real facts, and advertising them as widely as possible,
this deliberate shipping back to Russia of a boatload of
unsubmissive slaves seems a fine and wholesome thing
for the world. It is a great advertising picture of the
true state-of-affairs. It explodes the romance that has
hypnotized Europe for a hundred years, and that made
Woodrow Wilson's great sanctimonious international
. swindle possible. It will never be possible again. The
dreamers and 'revolters against. tyranny are travelling
East instead of West, and the eyes of, all the true lovers
of liberty in all the world are turning in the same dire,ction as they go.

Anarchism

T

HIS picture of the true facts has been made more
. " perfect, and tpore instructive to the international
proletariat, by two events of great importance. The first
was the arrival of a letter from Ludwig Martens, the
American Envoy of the Russian g<?vernment, extending
a welcome in the name of his government ,to Emma
Goldman and Alexander Berkman and all those agitators of liberty, whatever their creed. whose presence is
unendurable to the American republic. In this connec-
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tion it is worth while to remember that on June 9th,
1918, a decree was issued by the Soviet Government II
tablishing the right of asylum for all aliens persecuted
in' their native countries on account of their political
and religious convictions." So it is not only as citizens
of Russia that the deportees are welcome to the Soviet
Government, but as patriots of liberty in the world.
. . The other event which perfected ...the significance of
the picture was the clear and definite statement made by
the leader of the deportees, Alexander Berkman, that he
intends to co-operate with the Soviet Government upon
his arrival in Russia. This does not mean that he renounces the anarchist faith, or that he thinks the day of
agitation and propaganda towards a greater freedom is
past. He knows that human society, even after capitalism
is overthrown, _will still J;Iave need of that brotherlyrebellious idealism of which anarchism is an absolute
expression. But it does mean that he will not allow the
absoluteness of that idealism to get in the way of the
practical process of overthrowing capitalism. He will
stand with the working: class throughout that process,
even though to the long sacrifice of his personal life
and liberty, he must even add a sacrifice or postponement of the assertion of his social ideals. In short he is a
proletarian and revolutionary, not a bourgeois and utopian, anarchist.
I have on my desk two anarchist papers published in
Paris. In one of them I read that "Anarchism is not a
question of classes, it relates to every individualworker or not-to whom liberty is dear." In the other I
read that "Marx has not made of liberty his fundamental
principle, nor of the individual his point of departure; he
starts with the fact of the conflict of classes; his principle is. the abolition of classes by the struggle of all the
oppressed against all the oppressors; but who 'does not
see that the emancipation of the individual can be only
the' consequence of the abolition of classes?"
These two quotations, so far as they indicate a method
of action, are the direct contraries of each other. And
since it is the essential function of ideas to indicate
methods of action, we may say that they express two essentially contrary ideas. It is of high importance now,
and will be still more so as events develop in Southern
Europe, that sodalists as well as anarchists understand
the distinction between these ideas. They must learn to
estimate each other not according to what ultimate
social religion they profess, but according to what position they take up in the actual conflict of social forces.
It is good to know that Alexander Berkman will continue to put his sincere and great courage at the service
of the working-class.
We bid farewell to him, and to Emma Goldman, and
to all those comrades whose love of .liberty was too
strong for the republic, with a smile on our lips. We
shall see them again.

es- Criminal Capitalism

I

W

RILE every audible voice in the country is shouting denunciations of sabatoge, of strikes conducted
at the expense of the community, and of the doctrine of
lawlessness in so far as these can be imputed to the
working-class, it is interesting to see what are the plans
of the master-class in the present crisis of conflict;
The Bache Review, a weekly summary of the general
financial and business situation published by J. S. Bache
& Co., leading members of the New York Stock Exchange, offers to its ~lientele the following suggestions of
"an intelligent correspondent":
,
I f such strikes as the coal strike should become a success, "then many large employers of labor ought to_
promptly close down their plants. As long as labor continues to win its demands, it will be as insatiabble as the
grave and the womb. Millions of involuntarily idle men
and women would have a quickly sobering effect upon
labor as a whole; infinitely more so than all the moral
precepts that have been uttered since the earliest times
in ancient India.
"The best interests of all may soon demand a serious
industrial depression. Courage and decision in the application of a desperate remedy are fast becoming imperative. Such a course may alone conserve or restore
the proper interests of millions of investors."
The editor of the review points out that these "in·
telligent" suggestions were made before "the government exerted its power to overcome strikes," and he
further hopefully observes that "with the West rising
'en masse against the 1. W. W., righteously incited to exterminate these enemies of the republic and of civilization . . . we are getting well along in clearing the way
for industrial prosperity." Even so, however, he is not
sure but that "it may require economic depression to
straighten out the heresjes of the times."
. To our judgment these sober sentences condone and
advocate sabotage, tnass-murder, a strike at the expense
of the community, and a manipulation of the financial
system that would bring ruin and devastation to the larger part of our population, and famine to millions. We
suggest that the officers of J. S. Bache and Company be
indicted and arrested as enemies of the republic and of
civilization. And if they can not be indicted under the
existing laws, we, suggest the passage of a Criminal
Capitalist Law that might tead somewhat as follows:
"Any person or persons wilfully and maliciously advocating the pre~ervation of th~ profit system under the
United States Government by private and unlawful
means, especially by the extermination of its citizens,
whether through conspiracy to curtail the production of
the necessaries of life, through felonious manipulation
of the currency and the credit system, through starving,
shooting, hanging, rising en masse, or any other
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private and unlawful means whatsoever, shall be
subject to a fine of a hundred thousand dollars or a term
of twenty years in prison or both."

To Ethiopia
By Claude McKay

Contributions

A

FORCE fif two detectives, sometimes reinforced by
a third, is deployed to watch the house where I live.
One of their duties is to dig all my waste paper out of
the- ash-barrel and read it. This morning I sent them
down a few pages of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason
and the Sermons of Jonathan Edwards. Anybody who
has any literature suitable for the edification of two
loyal and impecunious patriots will confer a favor by
sending it to the Liberator.

S"P

CIENTISTS have discovered that space is limited-'
the first real set-back to the spread of Bolshevism.

OLITICAL inteIUgence-$so,ooo," is one ~f the
items in the President's European expense account. A jystifiable purchase, but what did he do with it?

Announcement

W

E have been compelled by the advancing cost of
work and materials to raise the price of the Liberator to 25 cents. This increase does not exceed the
increase in costs, and is simply inevitable if we are going
to stay in the game. Weare. And we believe all our
readers will stay with us.

THE LIBE·RATOR
A Journal 01 Ref1olutionMfl PTogreB8

T

HROUGH the pregnant universe rumbles life's terrific
thunder
And Earth's bowels quake with terror; strange and terrible
stOrlnS break,
Lightning-torches lame the heavens, kindling souls of men
thereunder:
Africal long ages sleeping, oh my motherland, awake!
In the East the clouds gloW' crimson with the new dawn that
is breaking,
And its golden glory fills the western skies:Oh my brothers and my sisters, wake, arise 1

c

For the new birth rends the' old earth and the very dead are
waking,
Ghosts are turned flesh, throwing off the grave's disguise,
And the foolish, even children, are made wise;
For the big earth groans in travail for the strong, new world
in makingOh my brothers, dreaming for dim centuries,
Wake from sleeping; to the East tum, turn your eyes 1
Oh the night is sweet for sleeping, but the shining day's for
working;
Sons of the seductive night, for your children's children's
sake,
From the deep primeval forests where ·the erouching leopard's
lurking,
Lift your heavy-Jidded eyes,-Ethiopia, awake!
In the East the douds glow crimson with the new dawn that
is breaking,
And its golden glory fills the western skies:Oh, my brothers and my sisters, wake, arise!

DlIteH. Max Eastman
Crystal Eastuum
AllMeiate Editor. F1eyd DeD
BtdbIee. Manacer., :Marcar~ LaDe

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS:

Cornelia Barns, Howard"Brubaker, Eugene V. Debs,
Hugo Gellert, Arturo Giovannitti, Charles T.Hallinan,
Helen Keller, Robert Minor, Boardman Robinson, Maurice Sterne, Alexander Trachtenberg, Louis- Untermeyer, Clive Weed, Art Young.
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For the big earth groans in travail for the strong, neW' WGrld
in makingOh, my brothers dreaming for long centuries,
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CHAMPAK--A

of India

StOry

By Irw-in Granich and Manahendra Nath Roy

N

ANDA received the five revolvers from the hands
of Harish as had been arranged. He left the home
of the quiet-mannered civil-servant late in the dusk,
when the vast Indian sky was all purple depth and darkness, anti the streets of Shibpur were thick in gloom.
The young student was elated with the thrill that danger
always gave him. To be found with the arms in his
p,ossession meant death, and the thought filled him with
a strange, secret laughter, like wine in the blood. He
hugged'the pistols tighter under his loose chadar and tried
to walk casually, as'if he were a late visitor returning
to the city. But his whole being throbbed with the
.ecstacy of danger, and his feet would have skipped with
joy h,ad ,he not restrained them.
No one had seen him steal out of the home of Harish,
he ~~as sure. The gentle little clerk was trusted by the,
Raj, for no one who marked him puttering over the huge
ledgers in the Sanitary Office could dream of the fiery
visions of freedom which burned behind those placid
eyes. 'Nanda felt certain that Harish was not watched,
1;>ut he held himself on guard as he moved through the
streets leading away from the' house he had jllst left.
He cast swift glances before and behind him, for spies
lurk everywhere in India, and the little suburb of Shib. pur was not without its' quota of shifty-eyed, snakegliding men who lived on India's shame. Nanda was
alert, but he saw nothing to arouse suspIcion.' The palms
waved quietly in the breeze, great dUf!1b, dark masses
laced with moonbeams. The bo-tr~es cast huge shadows
on the deserted streets, and the heavy, sweet-flower fragrance of the champak and shephali and mullika hung
on the air: All was going well.
'
There wer~ many ways of cros'sing the river back to
,Calcutta; there was the Howrah bridge, and :several lines
of ferries, moving like gloww<?'rm~ on the dark surface
of the water. But Nanda av'oi?ed all these .o'rthoc:lox
means and made' his way to. all old, rotting pier away
from any houses 'and people. There he leaned over the
edge cautiously, and saw a small row-boat rocking idly
on the broad bosom of the Ganges, a man seated at the
oars. Nanda saluted him silently, and clambered over
the side. The man, without a word, began to row towards Calcutta.
It was the Indian winter, when the moon is up every
-night in a cloudless sky and cool winds blow in from the
Northern Mountains to refresh the' heated brow of the
city. The Ganges was dark-blue to its depths, not red
and heavy with the silt of summer rains, and the moon
,flooding it with light; changed it to restless silver. On
<

I

the other bank was Calcutta, a dark blur pierced with
lights and breathing a golden haze upon the sky. Lower
down was Fort William, the stronghold of the Raj, a
sombre, sullen cloud of darkness from which flashlights
sprang like lightning, ~earching the earth and heavens
for blasphemers against the sacred creed of Empire.
N anda scrambled from the boat as it grated against
a pier on the Calcutta side and walked swiftly up the
street that lep. across the Great Esplanade to the Foreign
Quarter. He was more alive now, and throbbing again
with the intolerable ecstacy of danger. The revolvers
were pressed firmly against his side, and his heart beat
upon them strangely. It was risky to go through the
busy Foreign Quarter, but there was, no other way of
reaching his destination~the house where his fellow
revolutioni~ts were awaiting him. He bent his head on
his breast as though preoccupied, and walked with quick,
nervous steps through the bright streets and glittering,
scene.
The Foreign Quarter of Calcutta is like a slice of
Europe set down in the heart of Asia. ,It is eloquent
of the e'asy riches that the West has harvested from the
East.' the houses are all of a lordly pattern, stately
and ornate, built of brick" and stone, and the streets are
clean and well-paved boulevards, brilliantly illuminated.
The comfort and splendor on' every hand glittered in
'vivid contrast to the brooding darkness of the suburb
which Nanda had just come' from. No gaunt spectres
of famine in Indian garb stalked these streets; no ragged
'men and'women with their pitiful big-eyed children blundered about in the living daz,e of, the' Indian peasant,
half-mad with poverty and hunger. Well-fed, ruddyfaced Englishmen w.alked se,datelY",to and from their
commodious clubs, smart carriages 'and shining automobiles'strea.med through the bright avenues, and women
'jn splendid, toilettes chattered on the arms of their es'coris~a~ ';w'eetIy ,cothpl#ceBt in tfiei~~ little' world of frivolity; food- and gossiPl' as though ,:no famished millions
were dumbly suffering arid dying' just ot,ltside the Quarters' limits.
'
'N 0 one paid any attentiori to N and.a as he walked
qtiietiy through the bright and animated scene, clutching his hidden revolvers. He was JUSf one of the unheeded, dark-faced millions which' meekly bent their
necks beneath the yoke of foreign domination. The
young student, for all his deep, glowing eyes, the sensi-:
tive, intelligent face that reflected the spirit behind it,
and lithe, graceful figure, was only another "native" in
the eyes of the portly, self-satisfied promenaders. They
\
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did nQt give Rim a glance, even of contempt, and he
was glad '0f it.
Nanda hastened his steps and passed before the huge
structure known as the Grand Hotel, reeking with all
the luxuries of a master-class, gilded and extravagantly
magnificent as any to be found in Europe. Lights blazed
from every window, the wistful, langorous strains of an
Austrian waltz floated out into the night, and a long
train of vehicles waited before the gleaming portals.
Nanda hurried past, but then, out of the corner of his
eye he saw something that made his heart jump with nervous excitement.
Three Hindus of the lower class were lounging about
one of the .automobiles, .and as he -passed, the face of
one of them lit up' with curio1.1s interest. Nanda remembered' that dusky, hang-dog countenance, with' its
jutting nose and little, black, animal eyes. A fellow-revolutionist had 'Once pointed it out to him at a puja and had
told him of its evil import. The man was known to be
a spy, one of those who~ for a few miserable rupees a
month, delivered his fellow-countrymen. to the tireless
gallows of the British Raj. He was one to be avoided
at all costs, but as :Nanda walked quickly ,on,' he noticed
the other was actually beginning "'to follow' him.
For a moment the young student was 'puzzled what to
do. He dared not go directly to the house where the
arms were to be delivered" for that might 'reveal to the
police secrets more precious than the one he was carrying. Awaiting him in that h0use was a group of his.
young fellow-revolutionists, and there was stored there
a stack of arms patiently hoarded for many monthsarms enough to supply several villages of helpless famine-·
stricken peasants with the weapons' of revolt.
"I will walk about the town,',' thought Nanda vaguely,.
"and see if the spy is following me. If he really sus-peets me, I will keep on walking till 1 have shaken him:
off the traiL"
The young . student darted quickly into one of the
streets that led away from the Foreign Quarter, an~ into
the Chadney Bazaar. Chadney Ba.zaar was a congeries
'of narrow streets. crooked as hairpins and lined with na~
tive shops of every description. By day it was a mael;..
strom of humanity in the vivid sunlight." But now it
was dark and deserted, ,except for'the huddled figure
of a watchman here and there, 'and litis tiny oil-lamp
throw-ing'weird shadows.
At:the'end of one of these silent bazaar'streets, where
it curved abruptly into another, Nanda stopped a moment
in turning thecbrner and cast a fleeting glance behind.
His suspicions' were confirmed': There, in the wavering
moonlight, in the dark tuntiel between the' squat houses,
a figure'was walking mysteriously in his direction. The
student moved hurriedly on.
He turned one crooked street after another, the spy
following close on his heels. Through the Bazaar the
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two wandered, and then Nanda came out into the Eurasian Quarter, the spy not far behind, never lagging
for a moment. Nanda now saw that the spy was fully
aroused and determined to see this through' to the end.
He could not be thrown off in this fashion, and if Nanda prowled about the streets until too late an hour, it
was very certain a police officer would arrest him, or the
spy become fully convinced and cause the student to be
held.
As he passed one of the smokey grog-shops, in this
section, the answer came to, him in the simplest fashion
imaginable. A group of the half-breed Anglo-Indians
in ragged European clothes were leaving the shop, and
as they went one of them called drunkenly to a friend
within; Y So you won't go with us to Sonagachi ?, You
would rather :stay here and drink. What fools you are 1"
Sonagachi, which means the Golden Tree in HindUstani, was the segregated quarter of Calcutta, where the
clerks and government employees and other .native elements above the peasant class went for their "bit of love."
The word gave Nanda an immediate inspiration. If he
went there, and spent the night in on'e of the houses, the
spy would be sure to go away. Even the spies knew
that ,every revolutionist had sworn an oath' never to
know or love or have contact with women' until the day
India was free. It was a, sacred oath; and theorgani~
zation disgraced and punished arty of its members who
broke it. If N anda. went into one of the houses, he rea·
soned, the spy would feel sure that this was no revo·
lutionist, and would' give up the chase. He decided to do
this.
, He'set his course"toward Wellington Square, then
down Shankritola Street, and into the Native Quarters,
the spy 'crawling behind like a shadow. It was about
ten in the evening now, but the· Quarter was 'not so som..
bre and deserted as the: Bazaar. A few shops were open,
their proprietors squatting bya ftickering'lampli'ght in the
midst (jftheir·wa.res, dreaming patiently until a customer
came. On artlat~ in front of their house,a,little band of
Urlya palenquin bearers were seated with a drum, intoxicating: themselves with its :primitive beat, and chanting wild harmonies. Through the windows of the houses
along the:, tortuous streets whole families could ,be' seen
chatting quietlYlthe menbf the groups smoking their
cocoanut-shell hookahs in' peace. A' street lamp shone
here and there in the darkness, and, a few people we~
strolling about aimlessly.
'.
Sonagatchi was just beyond the Native Quarter, after
Nanda had crossed the wide space of the Bow Bazaar.
Nothing was quiet here. Long crowded lines of the
square Indian houses enclosed streets swarming with a
miscellaneous masculine life, clerks, laborers, and small
business men, in their loose many-colored winter chadars
jostled each other idly, to the hum of laughter and ex~
cited conversation. Women were seated in front of the
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houses, beckoning and smiling. From the windows came
the sound of singing and drums and flutes made throb, bing magic that stirred the blood.
.
N anda, walking in and out amid these crowds, was
always conscious of the spy winding in and out as casually, ever on his heels. Although the student had fully
resolved to enter one of the houses, he felt a painful
aversion to the actual deed, and hesitated long before he
finally went into a wide door before which a woman
stood, like a living advertisement of shame.
He entered ostentatiously, stopping a few moments to
chat with the woman outside, so that the spy would be
sure to note him. Then the young student found himself in a dim, long hall, leading to a courtyard and a
flight of stairs. He looked about, and saw the spy still
furking in the street. A fat, coarse-lipped woman with
a husky voice came up to him at the end of the hall, and
peered into his face.
"Do you want a girl?" she asked at once, in a hurried
manner, then turned, and. called out into the courtyard
toward one of the rooms that ran about it on all four

.ides.
"Champak!" she said. A door opened up there and a
girl stood revealed in the light: She seemed to know
what ·was wanted, for she instantly came down the stairs,
and approached the two.
"G(!)I with the Babu!" the woman ordered, holding out
her palm to Nanda, "It is ten rupees," she said, "and if
you wish entertainment, it will be more."
Nanda paid the money and followed the girl to her
room. It was a bare, cheerless room, with a wood~
bed in one corner, an oil-lamp flickering wearily, and
gaudy, English-made chromos of Hindu deities decorating the brick walls. The girl sat down on the bed, inviting Nanda to sit beside her. He did so with the same
timidity that had marked his encounter with the fat mis~
tress downstairs. He did not know what to say, and
sat in silence, the girl searching his face curiously.
She was young, about seventeen, with large, luminous
brown eyes, a fine delicate face soft as a child's and the
slenderest hands, fragile as the petals of a flower. Her
skin was golden as an autumn moon, the hair above it
black and rich as midnight. There was not a gross line
or suggestion about her, nothing of that hardness the
prostitute develops in self-defense; the girl seemed inno~ent to the point of shyness.
She laid. her flower-like hand on Nanda's arm.
"What is your name?" she asked shyly.
"Nanda," he answered.
"And what do you do?" she asked again.
"I am a student."
"At the University?"
"Yes."
She grew thoughful. Then her head drooped, and she
drew her hand away from him.
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"Is that why you despise me?"" she asked in a quivering voice.
"I do not despise you/~ Nanda cried~ touched by the
question. "Why dO' yO'u think that?"
"You have not even removed your chadar~" she said.
"\Vhat have you come here for?.r~
"Why, I have merely ~ome to talk with you," Nanda
stammered, "that is aU.""
"But why should anyone wish to talk with me? You
are making sport of me.
"No, no," Nanda protested. ""1 was lonely-that was
why I came here to talk with you."
The girl burst into tears.
"You despise me," sQ.e wept. "You are like all the
men who come here. They use us, but despise us at the
same time I"~
.
N anda was amazed. He had expected to find~me
brazen old harpy who would attempt to wheedle his
little money away from him~ and who would have sickened him with professional embraces.. But this was a
child-a child in trouble! a child lost and weeping, and
he felt himself go out in pity toward her.
Taking her little hand in his, he said tenderly, "You
must believe me when I say that I do not despise you.
I see that you are not like many of these others. You,
are beautiful and pure, and I honor you. Do you believe
me?"
She did not answer, but went on sobbing quietly.
"Tell me your name now," Nanda said softly, drawing
her near him.
"Champak."
"That is a lovely name-and you are fragrant as the
yellow flower it stands for. How long have you been
here, Champak?"
"One year."
"Do not cry, little flower. Tell me how you came
here."
"I came because I have a shameful soul," she wept.
"No, that is not true," Nanda protested, soothing her.
"You must have been forced to live here. I do not
, believe you. Where are your Father and Mother?"
"They are dead."
"How and when did they die?"
"They died last year-of famine."
"Of famine," Nanda cried, his revolutionary passion
suddenly blazing out as if reminded of itself by the
word.
"Yes," the girl said. "My father owned a little land
in the village of Chandrapur. Two years ago the crop
failed, and we could not pay the taxes, so the Government took our land away. Last year was the great
famine, and my father and mother both died in it. I
should have died with them. But I came to the city,
and I wandered about the streets till a man led me here.
Do you not think I should have died?"
H
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"I myself will live in shame' and misery all my life,'''
"No," Nanda said gravely. "You. must live. We Hindus have been too unafraid of death, and have let it the girl said, "ana. the millions in the villages will die
solve all our difficulties. 'vVe must learn to struggle, every year, but if we knew this were true, we would
and to live. Life is good, and we must learn to guard be content only with the dream, and could die happily
it, and fight to make it better."
waiting for it."
. "But there is no hope for me!" the girl cried. "Is life
"It is true!" the youth repeated blazingly. "And it'is.
coming sooner than you think. It IS coming even for
good without that?"
.
"Our hope is in ourselves," Nanda said. "See our you, Champak!"
Mother India; how dark and despairing she is, without a
"Are you sure?" she wept softly.
ray of hope. Yet she must live on, we must bring her
"Yes, yes," he cried.
She placed her head again on his shoulder, and his hand!
hope, she must not die."
The girl brooded on this, even while sobs continued was in hers. Warm and throbbing with youth, their
shaking her delicate frame. She buried her face in Nan- bodies were near each other, as in a fraternal embrace.
Thus they sat through the entire night, speaking of difda's shoulder, and spoke in a muffled voice.
"Tell me," she said painfully, "tell me why our Mother ferent things in that Indian calm that is studded with
India suffers so. Tell me why our millions must die of thought, as a quiet lake is with living lilies,
The dawn came at last through the window, beautiful
hunger every year? Tell me why there is cholera, the
plague, fever, and all the sickness forever in the villages? and tenderly red. Nanda rose gently from the girl's side,
Is the whole world like that? Tell me what it means. and put his hand in his bosom. He took out one of the
Tell, me why my mother and father suffered, and why I revolvers, and gave it to her.
"I am leaving you now," he said softly, "take this and
am leading a shameful life here. Tell me if you know!"
"Yes, I know," said Nanda solemnly. "There are men guard it until the day when India needs ii, and you.
in the world who reap profit and glory from the suffer- For you too> are one of the Mother's sorrowful daughing of the poor. They make governments and set them ters; her very own."
He bade her goodbye, and went out into the streets,
over us; they siay and torture millions of us, if it brings
them gold. They are the human vultures, preying on our , where silent men and women were slowly going down
misery; they are the worms in the human family, eating to the Ganges to ,purify themselves and to greet with
prayer and sacred music ,the holy new light in the east.
away our life and joy."
"Do you mean the British?" the girl asked, lifting her The spy had disappeared; a flute was sounding somehead to gaze at him with strange and significant curiosity, where in the quiet morning.
as if she were seeing him for the first time.
"Yes," Nanda answered, "It is the British, and it is
also many of our own Hindus, for men prey even on
their blood-brothers for gold. They all are to blame for
our Mother's sorrow."
"But they are so powerful," the girl said tremulously,
"they have guns and cannons and the gallows, while we
have nothing."
"We have our eternal despair," Nanda said, "and our
--=
eternal hope. These will prove more powerful than
their guns."
"I do not know," the girl said, "I do not know."
"Champak," the youth cried passionately, "believe me
that it is true. The night cannot last forever. There
will come a dawn for our India, even for our old, sad,
beloved Mother, India. It is a dawn that is growing over
the world. It will bring joy to the broken hearts of the
poor. There will be no masters and slaves, only'brothers; there will be no hunger and despair, only freedom
and joy. ,Men will be pure and innocent as children;
and women will know love, and the dawn-light will be
on everything. It is coming!"
"Are you sure such a great thing can come about?"
the girl asked, tears of joy and hope in her eyes.
"Yes," the young student, cried, "Yes!"
Woodcut by J. J. Lankes
--~.----
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Examples of '- '- Atnericanism.~Il
By

I

Max Eastman

T may be good politics, but it is poor science to say,
as the New Republic did recently, that freedom of
speech and a respect for the .due process of law are
"among the fundarnentals of true Americanism." If
that rather vacant abstraction Americanism means
anything at all, it must derive its meaning mainly
from the qualities which American .people possess
in greater degree or wider distribution than other
capitalistic peoples. They certainly do not possess in
such a way the freedom to express unpopular opinions.
England surpasses them in this respect, and always
has. So does Italy, and France, and even Germany.
Without reviewing a thousand cases, it suffices to state
in general that where the American republic imprisons
agitators for a number of years, the republics and monarchies of Europe imprison them for the same number
of months.
Moreover, in Europe agitators are rarely imprisoned at
all for merely saying things. The doctrine that treason
requires an overt act-embedded with some other precious gems in the unexplored depths of our Constitution
-is with them a tenet of everyday common sense. Only
the other day in the great auditorium at Albert Hall, a
sort of Madison Square Garden of London, John Maclean and Tom Mann, advocated the formation
of Soviets, and openly advised the British workers to prepare for the revolutionary seizure of
power. In France at the recent Congress of the Federation of Labor, Loriot said-according to a conservative
labor paper- "There is only one solution possible, deliberate revolution. A violent revolutionary movement is
inevitable." Nobody thought of proceeding against him
in the courts. In Germany a vVhite Terror prevails at
the moment \vhich in some respects exceeds our own.
But it is the result of actual insurrections, and even'
there an open rebel like Ernst Toller, who led a Communist red anny against the armies of the government,
has been sentenced to only tbree years in prison! As for
Italy-there the revolutionary proletariat is too powerful
for any measures of suppression.
For my part'·I desire that the change from a capitalist
to a communist society may be as peaceful and orderly
as possible, and it is not' through any temperamental
liking for violence that I make these comparisons. But
in face of the fact that the ruling class of the United
States is more intolerant, more ruthless and brutal,
more inconsiderate of the rights of men and of families,
less restrained by any relic or memory of the ideals of
freedom which meant so much in the eighteenth cen-

tury, less tempered in its tyranny by any drop of mercy
or reverence for the person of the dreamer and the·
prophet, than any ruling-class in the world outside of
Japan-in the face of this fact I object to any further
propagation of the idea that a superior liberty is among
the "fundamentals of Americanism." It is not.
The truth is that our opinion that we are a "free country," our self-complacent traditional libertarian emotion-soaring along like the Wilsonian rhetoric above
all consideration of deeds or actualities-makes it possible for us to commit atrocities of repression that any
people with a little saving color of shame or self-criticism
in their make-up would find impossible. Weare not distinguished by freedom, but by the sanctimoniousness
with which we institute the grossest forms of tyranny.
As for making a regard for due process of law another of the "fundamentals of Americanism"-there is
not any laughter large enough to greet the absurdity of
this proposal. There is not any civilized country in the
globe-Japan or any other-where in the absence of
actual civil war, so little regard is paid, either by the publicly constituted authorities or by self-constituted authorities, by mobs, thugs, private gunmen, military and
"patriotic" societies, to the legal rights of the people they
object to, as in the United States. It is the birth-place
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and abode of lynch-law. On New Year's Day I was
talking to a prominent English reformer on his way back
to London. "You have it harder," he said to me-"where
we go out expecting to get pummeled a bit, you have to
go out expecting to get lynched."
It is the common opinion in Europe. It is the plain
truth. Why. should ,. we deceive ourselves about it?
Where a British or a French or a German community
occasicmally takes the law into its hands and drives an
obnoxious person out of tdwn, an American community
drags him into the public square and hangs him until he
is dead. We .lynched six white men last year and 72
negroes. One 6f the latter, a soldier, was lynched for
the crime of refusing to turn out of the road for a
white man to pass. Here is a list of· the crimes for
which, or upon suspicion' of which, we have lawlessly
murdered all these citizens-one every four days:
Being a member of Non-Partisan League................................ 1
Insulting white woman .............................................................. 5
Altercation with white man ........................................... :............ 1
. Attempting to pull white woman from horse ........................ 1
Trouble between white and colored cotton 'mill workers........ 1
Assault on white woman .............................................................14
Murder ............................................................................................. 27
Insulting white man .................................................................. 1
Shooting white man .................................................................... 7
Attempted assault on white woman ........................................ 5
Insulting white man ....................................... ,............................ 1
Shooting white man ...................................................................... 7
Attempted assault on white woman............................................ 5
Result of race riot ........................................................................ 1

i:~~i:rg a~o~:iN!;r::~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
Circulating incendiary literature ........... ..................................
Misleading mob ....................................................................... .......
Boastful remarks re killing of sheriff........................................
Intimacy with white woman........................................................
Found under bed in white man's house......................................
~xpressing himself too freely about lynching of Negro........
auses unknown ................. ...................................................
Beating and robbing white man ........................................... :::::::

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

78
O~ July 25th last the French Chamber of Deputies,
after debating the attempt of American officers to persuade the French authorities that negro soldiers are not
to be given the respect or protection· accorded to white
citizens, passed unanimously a 'resolution which is so
bitter and terrible a rebuke to the American republic that
it ought to I}1ake the advocates of 100 per cent Americanism hang down their heads in shame.

"The chamber. true to the· immortal princlples which have
inspired the declaration of the rights of man and of the
c~tizen. reproving and condemning all prejudices of confesSIon, caste and of race, affirms and nroclaims absolute
equality and the protection of all by the laws of the country.
(Applause.)
"It counts upon the government to impose upon all respect
for these laws and in particular to pursue with energy all the
measures to nrevent infractions of the penal law committed
upon national territory, no matter who be the authors or the
victims of these infractions. and it moves the order of the
day. (Loud applause.)
"I put this order of the day to vote."
.
(The order of the day is put to vote and adopted.)
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The president-"I declare that the vote was unanimous."
(Applause.)

Victor Berger has been twice elected to Congress by
his constituents in WisGonsin; he is not a revolutionist, a
communist, or in anydegree opposed t,o the present forms
of democratic government. Yet he is deprived of the
right to speak, arrested and deported from one city to
another by mayors and chiefs of police. Nobody dreams
of suggesting that any "process of law" is necessary in
order to make a scape-goat of this "elected representative of the people." What chance have the obscure, the
destitute, those who are without influential friends and
yet have some scientific opinions about the historic process we are in? Their chance of any better protection
than that which is afforded to cattle, is suggested in these
headlines, all from one issue of the New York Times:
ROUND UP OF REDS.
100 TAKEN IN AND NEAR BUFFALO.
RAIDS IN
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CONNECTICUT TOWNS .

FIFTEEN TAKEN IN BRIDGEPORT.
SEIZE 150 RADICALS IN NASHUA.

65

ARRESTED IN MANCHESTER.

SEIZE

30 RUSSIANS

IN BOSTON.

SEIZE EIGHT AT LAWRENCE.
NINE ARRESTS MADE AT HOLYOKE.
WORCESTER'S TOTAL EXCEEDS

50.

TAKE THIRTY AT LOWELL.
TWENTY-ONE ARRESTED IN HA\TERHILL.
SPRINGFIELD ROUNDS

Up 65.

SEVERAL ARRESTS IN RHODE ISLAND.
ROUND

Up 18

AT BAI:.TIMORE.

'OAKLAND RAID NETS FIFTEEN.
LOUISVILLE'S BAG IS TWENTY.

These unfortunate people will be put through a curs.ory examination and according to .the temporary disposi- .
hon of the examiner, their future lives will be disposed
of. If the precedent s·et in the case of the Buford is followed, they will not onlY"be forcibly separated from their
families, but many of them will ·even be denied an opportunity to arrange with their families a plan of future
communication. As the Buford prepared to sail, we
were treated in the press to the story that a gang of
anarchist women came down to the battery, assailed
and attempted to destroy the ferry-building which gives
entrance to the immigration station where the "red:;'"
were confined. These were wives and mothers and sisters
and sweethearts torn from those they lo~ed and upon
whom they depended. Women pregnant and without any
means of support, women with families of children
thrown into the street becau:;e their livelihood had been
taken away, were among them. And some of th~se·
women were not only thus left homeless and destitute.
but they were left without any plan or prospect of ever
meeting their husbands again. They tore at the gates
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and broke the windows of the ferry station in the agony and just shipped to hell." "Ship or shoot" is one of the
of grief and despair. Whether the government that mottoes upon which he expects to secure the presidency.
committed this atrocious thing, or the press that laughed' In the Chicago Tribune I read the following account
at it as an "anarchist riot," is the more contemptible it is of a speechby Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., to the American
hard to say. But they must both be included if we are legion:
to give any real'meaning to that abstraction, American"He was cheered by 3,000 listeners grouped al'ound the
ism. I believe there is no one of the five great natilons
and Blue club in Grant park as he told them:
with which America associated herself in the recent war, Khaki
" 'You will always find us ready to stand for the ideals of
where such deportations, if they should be enacted at this countrY handed down by our fathers and tempered by
Europe's fire. First, last, and always we are 100 per cent
all, would ,be enacted in so ruthless and brutal a way.
American.
.
Our final tribute of devotion to "law and order" was
"'Bolshevists, the I. W. W. and red flag Socialists,' he cried
paid last' Fall in the great city of Omaha, where a mob 'I see as criminals, to be treated as such. Don't argue 0;
of many thousands of representative American men and temporize with criminals. Go to bat and meet 'em head on.'"
women twice attempted to lynch their own elected mayor,
I may be a little over-sensitive; but as I read these
stringing him up to a lamp-post .and ~tanding around
words
I felt that the members of the American Legion
yelling until he was cut down and dragged away unconhad
been
advised by their mQst conspicuous leader to
scious by some audacious individual, to come slowly back
assault
and
if necessary murder me, and several million
to life after many days in a hospital. He was lynched
for the simple reason that he insisted upon "due process like me in their opinions. I am not complaining of this
of law." The citizens had assembled to lynch a negro; crime of Roosevelt's, Complaints would be futile. A
the negro was in the Court House; the mayor stood on district-attorney would laugh in my face. What I am
the CourtHouse steps and said he would defend the' complaining of is the further propagation by intelligent
negro's right. to a jury trial with his life. Somebody people of the idea that a regard for due process of
yelled "negro lover," and that was enough. After string- law is a distinguishing American characteristic, The oping the mayor up to a lamp-post half a block down the posite is true, There are crimes and pogroms and
street, they came back-many thousands of average persecutions elsewhere, but America is the only place in
Americans-and burned their own Court House, set fire the world where people' seek office by boasting of their
to it on all sides, in order to smoke out the little lonely contempt for the legal and constitutional rights of men.
America, is a great place. There is something lusty
company of peculiar individuals inside who were still
insisting on "due process of law." I saw that Court even in this recklessness of all the rights and enactments
House the other day as I was passing through Omaha. that have made organized society possible-a dare-devil
It is not a little country-town brick building, as you must devotion to economic adventure, and let all other rules
imagine. I ~ is an immense pillared structure occupying, and decencies perish. The same devotion might seem·
with the wide plaza before it, an entire block. It is twice noble directed to a greater end. But there is nothing
as large as the N ew York public library, and has all the lusty and nothing in any way great or acceptable about,
austerity and. majesty that are traditionally associat~d the sentimental falsification of these facts, the pretense
with the idea of law and government . . Standing there that Americans are circumspect about any kind of libwrecked and smoked and gutted by the people to whom erty but the liberty to do business, or any process of
it belongs, in their anger at'the _suggestion of "due law but those which protect the rights of prope!ty.
process of law," it is too symbolic of the way we are Their most conspicuous national ch~racteristic, at the
going, to be ignored by anyone who is seriously seeking present time at least, is a contempt for personal libto d~scribe Americanism. The fact that the whole per- erty and an established custom of taking the law into
formance was instigated and steered from the office of a their own hands whenever they feel like it.
nationally famous newspaper, makes 'it all the more
As our train pulled into Omaha I spoke to a typical
typical. For our newspapers from coast to coast, with middle-western business man-strong, masterful, heavy
hardly a dozen exceptions, make daily incitement to in the jowl, meticulously clean and silky, but bad-manmob-violence, daily intimations that certain large classes nered and noisy with his throat and nose. I spoke to him
because I knew that he lived in Omaha, and because I
of people are outside-'the protection of the law.
These incitements and intimations are the stock-in- had heard him proclaiming his "devotion to law and
trade of those who shout the loudest about Americanism. order" in the buffet-car. He had stated that all those
As I passed through Denver I was told by a prominent . who oppose the constitution "ought to be stood up
business-man that Leonard Wood, who is seeking the against a wall and shot." His speech was so typically
presidency on a basis of 100 per cent Americanism, had, American that I suspected when he said "law and orrelated to an audience the day before, a suggestion that der" he meant property. I asked him about the outrag~
'all the radicals should be "loaded into a concrete vessel in his town. and expressed a little mild surprise that
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and rather hard-pioneers, economic adventurers~
for the most part. A disproportionate number of criminals, black sheep, debentured servants, persons fleeing
from scandal of one kind or another, are among them.
It is impossible to describe them very explicitly, but in
general, in the very nature of the case, they possess the
aggressive masculine non-parental virtues and vices,
rather than the virtues and vices of the more preserving and sympathetic side of our nature. That a population composed of these people and their descendants
should have an exaggerated regard for the rights and
liberties of those who get in their way, that they should
have a more than usual respect for the forms of law, is
incredible. They have, as a matter of fact, a very extraordinary indifference to the rights and liberties of
others, and a contempt for the forms of law that is
phenomenal.

citizens should burn down their own public buildings,
and string up their own mayor because he tried to enforce the law.
"Yes; it was a damn shame,'~ he said, "-not the
mayor-I guess he got pretty fresh-but it was a damn
'shame to destroy that building!"
,
The first reaction of an abstract mind to the question
"What is Americanism," would be to say there is no
such thing. America has derived its population from all
races and nations, and therefore no American characteristic except mere diversity itself can be found. Upon
reflection, howevel'", it appears that quite the opposite is
true. Each race possesses all the human characteristics
in a good deal the same proportion. But America was
founded, and has been populated, by certain definite
types selected from all the races-namely, the types that
get up and go away from home. They are restless

Murder
By

J. T.

•

In

Dora~

Day, Nov.
1919, a mob broke into
O NtheArmistice
I. W. VV. hall at Centralia, Washington, and

Centralia

of the I. W. W.

so near as to make a scar that, could be shown in court'
as proof of torture-but near enough to cause almost unfive of them were killed. The attackers came from a endurable agony. Then they ask: "Well, are you ready
passing parade of ex-service men. The same day an ex- to admit that you fired on the parade ?"-That is the first
service man, Wesley Everetts by name, was seized by a thing I want you to remember.
mob, dragged through the streets and lynched.
Second, about the jUdge. There isn't any juc.lge in the
The lynchers of Wesley Everetts are known. They State of Washington who has any love lost on the I. W.
have not been' indicted. They will never be tried for their W. But there is one judge who is reputed to be strict
crime. That is because vVesley Everetts was a member about the law. He is known to be in the habit of de-of the 1. W. W.
man ding evidence. This case was origina.11y scheduled!
But ten members of the I. W. W. (including five ex- to come up before him. But the prosecution is taking no·
service -men) have been arrested and charged with con- chances, so they engaged his brother as an assistant in
spiring to fire upon and kill the men in the parade as it the prosecution, and then applied for a change of venuepassed their hall; they are charged with having plotted on the ground that the judge might be too favorably disana planned to do this thing for two weeks in' advance posed toward their side! So the Governor appointed a
of the act; they are charged with doing this as an attack special judge to try.- the case. Remember, when you read
upon the Government. They are going to be tried for about some of his decisions, that he is hand-picked for
the occasion.
murder.
Next,the gov(Jfnor. His name is Hart. If you want
The trial has been set for the 26th of this month. By
the time this article is printed, the trial will be in progress. to know what he is like, think of Ole Hansen. GovYou will read the accounts of it in the daily newspapers. ernor Hart is another one just like him. He was put in
I want to tell you some things to remember when you read office by the West Coast Lumbermen's Association,
which together with the shipping combine, rules the State
those accounts.
You will read about "confessions" said to have been of Washington. He was put in office to use the powers
made by some of those men. The police are busy trying of the State against the 1. W. W., and to let the lumber
to get those "confessions" now. They have not yet suc- combine do anything it damn pleased to protect its profits ..
ceeded in getting the kind of confessions they want, but Remember that.
they are trying hard. I am privately informed that they are
For nine years, ~ver since 19II, there hac!' been open
heating soldering irons red hot and holding them a few and merciless war against the I. W. W. in the State of
'inches away from the bare feet of those prisoners-not Washington. In 19II began the attempt of the lumberII,
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workers to organize. They wanted decent living conditions and decent wages. In 1912 tirey, created the Lumber
Workers International Union No. 500 of the I. W. W.
This organization was quickly crushed, but in the battered
heads and embittered hearts of the workers the determination to organize and fight for their rights at the first
opportunity was only made stronger. The opportunity
came with the outbreak uf the European war. The scarcity of labor gave them the upper hand, and in spite of
every effort, by police brutality and imported gunmen
and legislative enactment, to destroy their union, it increased to vast proportions. Union organizers were illegally arrested, their property and the ,property' of
the union was destroyed by officials and by thugs in the
employ of the lumber barons. Finally, on Nov. 5, 1916,
an armed band of Vigilantes organized by the" Commercial Club of Everett-a body dominated by t:he lumber interests-shot and killed eight men, and drowned an
unknown number of others. in an attack upon them
when they attempted to return to the homes from which
they had been illegally driven away.
When you read about the ~en~raha
trial remember this Everett mCldent.
Re~ember that the newspapers then
reported that the 1. W. ·W.had made
an armed attack upon the town; remember that 74 .of these workingmen
were arrested and cl;arged with murder. Only one of these cases was. ever
tried; the jury brought in a. ve.rdlct of
not guilty, and the other 73 mdlctments
were dismissed. Remember that.; but
remember also that the lumber mt.erests are determined not to let anythmg
.
like that happen this time! .
The Everett outrage resulted m an
increased membership in the union, and
in 1917 the men declared a gen:ral
strike for the eight-hour day and .lmproved camp conditions. The Un~ted
States had now entered the war agamst
Germany, and the lumber interests were
quick to use patriotism as a cloak for
their purposes. They took advantage
of the war-hysteria, and arrested the
supposed leaders of the strike, held.them
in filthy jails for months, and shlPped
them at last to Chicago, where they
were convicted along with others in
the famous 1. W. W. case under the
Espionage Act, and sent to prison for
twenty years. ,
.
But the imprisoning of these men dld
not improve the situation in ~he. l.umber industry. Press and PUlPIt )omed
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in a demand for the destruction of the I. W. W., and
in some instances for the murder of ·its members. But'
sheer inability to produce enough lumber finally led to
the granting of the demands of the I. W. W. These demands were:
Running hot and cold water, and bathing facilities.
Spring-beds and mattresses.
The employment of a "crumb-buck"-a man to take
care of the bunks and keep them free from lice.
Lights to read by.
A basic 8-hour day.
The union has seen to it that these standards were
maintained-and they are maintained to this day. To
the lumber-camps during the war came many men from
all over the country, drafted into the military service
and sent to do this kind of work; they came hating the
1. W. W., but when they worked beside them, getting
inferior wages, inferior food, inferior camp-conditions,
they realized what the union was for, and envied their'
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1. W. W. conirades the protection it gave them-and
they went away sold to the 1. VV. \V. idea!
After the war there was danger that the long story
of graft and profiteering and lawlessn~ss in the lumber
industry would be exposed to the public, and -it became
necessary to manufacture sentiment against the 1. W. W.
-especially as its organization was growing ever larger
and more. powerful, and included great numbers of exservicemen within its ranks. You' will read, in the accounts of the Centralia trial, of the alleged hostility of
the 1. W. W. in the Northwest toward the returned soldiers. It is not true.
T~e American Legion in Butte, Montana, is, so far as
vot.ing power goes, absolutely in the control of the 1.W.W.
In Seattle the ex-service men have organized a W orkers', Soldiers', and Sailors' council and' kindred organizations sympathetic to the program of awakened
labor. They have preferred not to join the American
Legion because it has throughout the state of Washington a universal ill-repute among workingmen as a subsidized police-force used by the lumber interests. Many
of the members of these organizations,' however, are
now in favor of joining and controling by their numbers
the American Legion.
The American soldier who bears more medals for
bravery than any other in the United States (seven of
them in all, induding the Distinguished Service Medal,
the British war cross, and the Croix de Guerre) isa
member of the Washington 1. W. W.-Private La :May;
He was wounded half a dozen times hi action in France,
and is now lying with a broken spiI}e, hurt perhaps irrecoverably by a falling tree in a 'logging camp after his
return' home. He was a fri~nd of the ex-service man,
Wesley Everetts, secretary of the Centralia 1. W. W.,
who ,was lynched after the attack on the 1. W. W. hall on
Armistice Day. If La May had not been lying with a
broken back he wouJd have been at Everett's side that
day, shoulder to shoulder with him facing the invading
mob.
And remember this: the bodies of the dead attackers
were found inside the door and on the threshold of the 1.
W. W. hall. The lumber ,intetests had planned the attack, someone had arranged that the parade should go
out of its way, far from the chief thoroughfares, so as
to pass through the obs~ure street in which the 1. W. W.
hall was situated. And Dr. Frank Bickford one of the
paraders, testified at the coroner's inquest that he had
led Jihe attack upon the hall.
Remember that the raiding of 1. \V. W. halls is no
new thing. It is a form of sport which the lumber interests and the newspapers have promoted enthusiastically all over the northwest. Pianos which the boys have
saved their dimes to buy have been wantonly destroyed,
and adding machines and typewriter.s carried away.
l
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The police would laughingly flip a coin to see who should'
get the. next typewriter.
The men who are going to be tried in Centralia, the
men who were in the hall when the locked door was
broken open by the mob, are typical workers of the
lumber camps, ordinary hard-handed not-easy-to-bluff'
loggers. All of them with, I think, only one exception~ .
are natives of that section. Five are ex-soldiers. They
were in that hall on Armistice Day for the same reasoIlt
that they are members of the 1. W. W.---'because they
had a right to be. They live in a place where rights are
not respected-unless they are protected. They didn't
expect the C0nstitution to protect them in their right to
join a union, and they didn't expect it to protect them in
their right of peaceful assemblage. But they were going
to belong to their union, and they were going to have a
place to meet in, or know the reason why.
When the trial comes-if a real trial ever does comeyou will know the reason why; you will know a 'good
many interesting things which I cannot tell you now.
But it's going to be' hard to get a real ,trial for these
men. If they are not to be legally lynched by the lumber bar,ons befo{'e we can get their story to the wo!"kers
of America, it will only be because people like you who
are now reading this article do what you can to help
them. You can do this in two ways: by sending us money
-:-a little will help a great deal if you send it in promptly(and if you make it just a littl~ more than you can
really afford to giye, we promise that you will, never '
regret it)-and by stirring up ot~er people about the
case. I f the workingmen-and women-of this country know the truth about Centralia, the additional murders that are planned by the lumber barons of the northwest will not happen.
(Money sent to this magazine for the, Centralia Defense Fund will be forwarded' promptly to the proper
recipients.-The Editor.)

Return From Captivity

A FTER the longest exile they return,

,
Men who have hung their harps on willow trees
Of many lands, and wept in dark sojourn
Beside all waters, flowing to all seas;
Their feet are crowding down the sacred road,
Prophets in rags, starved seers and minstrels dumb,
Marked by their toil, ~carred by the thong and load.
They lift their eyes unto the hills and come!
The Joppa gate swings wide, they shall go in,
Before their sight the Temple walls shall rise,
Nor hammer stroke be heard for the glad din
Of hearts and praises lifting to the skies.
How old a dream strikes root upon this day,
They only know who face the East to pray!
Hortense Flexner.
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From

I Wonder

Shore

HE wInd is very blue to-day
And free,
It carries taU white ships away,
Over the sea.
.

WONDER if a girl, let be,
'Vould not grow lovely as a tree
And hold a baby at her breast
As branches hold a robin's nest.

Along the far horizon line'
They drift,
And all their passage will be fine
To-day, and swift.

Her hair would flutter in the breeze
As leaves twirl on the poplar trees.
Her body, growing unconfined,
W ouId, be kissed hourly by the wind,

White arrowy sails, and at my lips
A cry,
Because I may not join the ships
That pass me by.
Esther A. Whitmarsh.

And feel the- graciousness of sun
Warming the sinews, everyone,
Until the blood from cheek to toe
Would as rich sap through maples flow.

T

Return
FELT your coming as sometimes the grass
Can feel the coming of the rain,
All quivering as it waits· its touch,
The tall grass on the plain.

I

I felt your coming as the trees at noon
Whisper the coming of a breeze,
And happy thoughts raced through my brain
Like dancing poplar leaves.
I felt your coming, dearest one,
As little birds can sense the dawn
And waken to another day
Before the night is gone.
Elizabeth Reeves.

I

Her limbs, unfettered, let grow free,
Would smooth and straight as beech trunks be,
And bear her body's crowning weight
As they uphold their emerald freight.
As little winds the still leaves start,
Her voice would stir the listener's heart;
Bending to her reflected face
She would defy the willow's grace.
The years would mark her as a tree,
And el;lch one make her stronger be.
And Time its sure, indelible trace
'Vould leave upon her changing face.
Its etching as upon the pine,
And _nobler beauty but define,
There's nothing lovelier tha'n a tree
Nor what a growing girl might be.
Elizabeth Colwell.

Hills
sunburnt hills, you lie like sleeping animals,
Q UIET
Tranquil,

Home Thoughts

The folds of your limbs darkened with foliage:
And one I love and I have come to you
something just now must be happening there!
To nestle like your young in the curves of your flanks.
That suddenly and quiveringly here,
lOut of the hardness of the city, away from its barren scales, Amid the city's noises, I must think
Away from its coiled length and reptilian head
Of mangoes leaning o'er the river's brink,
And dexterous Davie climbing high above,
Lighted with golden eyes that repel and fascinateThe gold fruits ebon-speckled to remove,
Into your fastnesses we have come.
And throwing them carefully in the tangled mass
You speak old words to us, 0 hills, you speak wisdom;
The heat of the earth, the sturdy fecundity of the eternal Of wis-wis lush and blue and lance-shaped grass;
And Cyril coming through the bramble-track
self-renewing earth.
Let us lie together in the grass, let us drink together
With a big bunch of bananas on his back,
And Aleck-none could ever dive like himThe wind of summer like wine poured out of the sky.
Let us climb hot as the earth, sweating and smelling of Getting his scanty clothes off for a swim,
And schoolboys from Bridge-tunnel going home,
the sun,
Watching the water downward dash and foam.
Until we come to the high ridge and the pinetrees;
And when night falls let us lie down to sleep in your shadowy . This is no day-drc.am, there is something in itOh! Something's happening there this very minute!
places.
Lydia Gibson.
Claude McKay.

O
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Leap-Yearlings
W

HO is it worries all the Feds,
And fills the Titnes with scarey heads,
And. murders people in their beds?
The Reds.

T

HE backbone of radicalism was officially pronounced broken at 12:30 on the n10rning of January 3rd. Any further hysteria on the subject will be
regarded as reflecting upon the integrity of Old Doctor
Flynn.

A TTHE\V vVOLL of the A. F. of L. says that
"to deport the reds and coddle the profiteers will
not bring us to a state of domestic tranquility." Maybe
we shall yet see an "ark" full of profiteers setting out
for Hog Island.

As
T

A

•

time goes on the Fifth Wisconsin district seems
to get Berger and Berger.

HE pro-germanism of Milwaukee is again proved
beyond doubt by the fact that Victor L. Berger was
• elected over a man by the name of Bodenstab.
"THE strangling clutch of labor will be difficult to
shake off," says Henry C. Wiltbank, discussing
the future of the shipbuilding industry. Yet when the
strangling clutch of labor loosened itself from the coal
pick everybody complained. It is all very puzzlil!g.

,

URLESO.N sa~s tha~ no power'~n earth has the right
to questIOn hIS rulmg m the Call case. Will the
hired girl please sweep out the spare room at Amerongen?

B

W

HA TEVER may be the decision of the coal commission the fact remains that the miners are the
guys that picked the first" and lase syllables out of~ injunction.

I

N view of McAdoo's statement about last year's profits, would it be improper to speak of the coal operators as 1,000 per cent. Americans?
to be a settled principle of history that allies
I Tfallseems
out after the war is over. There is the case of
Palmer and the coal operators, and look at the way Daniels and his navy are carrying on.

T

HE administration's promise to reduce prices has
not as yet been fully realized, yet it must be admitted that prices have not gone up in some places as
much as in others.
.

M

CCORDING to the South Dakota conventions, the
contest this fall is to be Wood vs. W oodr"ow. If
the president should decline they might ring in Underwood.
~E question arises~ is this excessive woodishness

T due

to a scarcity of coal or merely a scarcity of
presidential timber?

W

HILE on the subject, William M. Wood of the
American \Voolen Co. is our candidate for America's leading humorist. He has come out against profiteering by retailers. Friends say he gets off the most
sidesplitting things with a perfectly sober face.
we must have restrictions upon free speech, what
I Fabout
the man who proposed Nicholas Murray Butler for president? Is this not a -clear case of holding up
our form of government to ridicule and reproach? .

D

R. BUTLER'S chances of election would be brighter if the time were not so short. We can't deport
all the voters between now and November.

R

EPUBLICANS and Democrats are making out a
very good case against each other as to who killed
the peace treaty, but the conviction still persists it died
of old age.
observers testify that the wheels of
COl\1PETENT
government at Washington have completely stopped

"WHYaway?"
was our second class mail privilege taken
asked the New York Call.

revolving.
rumors.

Mr. Burleson deliberated for eleven months and then
replied without a moment's hesitation:
"Because you are not a newspaper."
A smaller mind might have needed time to think up
an answer like that.

W

Apparently nothing is going around except

E read that the House made a gentlemen's agreement not to do anything about anything until the
Senate had made up its mind-if any. While twiddling
its thumbs the House might appropriately have passed
a few more laws against sabotage.

\.
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P

F Senator Fall or anybody wants us to go to war, of
course we must do it. Still a war to make Mexico
safe for William O. Jenkins would be an anticlima~.
HE gratitude of the people should go out to the newspaper publishers. When asked by- the government
to conserve print paper they cheerfully and patriotically
responded by raising the price of Sunday papers to ten
. cents. No vicarious sacrifice is too great for them.

A

CALIFORNIA soldier has been notified three
times by the war department of his death in France,
"yet he persists in being sceptical. People do not have the
implicit faith in the government that they used to have.

M R.

PALMER might take that extra day in February to explain how the packing trust is going to
bring down the cost of living.

A MERICA
is at last shipping
munitions and supplies to the

HE Italian cabinet got a vote of confidence in the
Chamber of Deputies of 242 to 216. Whatever it
dies of, it won't be over-confidence.
EOPLE are now openly advocating" that Austrian
children be saved from starvation. Has our morale gone to pot so soon?

T

HE women's demand that they be given equal representation in the Republican National Committee
looks like another of those embarassing leap year proposals.

P

ERHAPS that Brooklyn undertaker who sold wood
" alcohGI whiskey was only trying to stimulate industry.

W

HAT is Poland going to
now? A pianola?

h~ve

for a government

HOWARD BRUBAKER.

Soviet government-judging by the
impressive list of materials captured
by the red army at Omsk.

A

THLETICS, the papers say, have
.
come in for a tremendous revi~;l since the close of the war. How
true that is! Kolchak's record for
long-distance running may never be
equalled, and isn't Denikin doing well
in the sprints?

W

IN S TON CHURCHILL'S
charge that the British Labor
Party must be kept out of power be·cause it is incompetent to govern, is
being given serious consideration.
Churchill has come to be recognized
as a great authority on incomp~tence.

F

RENCH finances must be getting
" " _.into a ra~her desperate state. It
is reported .that the government is
seriously considering levying some
taxes upon the rich.

"'HOW, then, did I win the war?"
asked Foch.· "By smoking my
pipe. "

"I

F the soldiers were no help, at least
they weren't a hindrance.

"Honest, Addie, I wouldn't laugh. I do n't think it's meant to be funny."

I

J.
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Counter Revolution
A

..
In

Advance

Summary of Recent German History

NOTE.-In view of the efforts of American capitalisl1£
to start a similar regime here~ this account of the inward
cause and sequence of events· in Gennany since the
armistice, is i111.portant. It is written by a historian who
was present during the events which are here for the
first ti'me thoroughly explained.
O far Germany has not had a revolution. She has
S
only had a change of government. A year ago
some three-and-thirty rulers went
and there
packin~

was a modification of the suffrage. Otherwise nothing
in Germany was changed. We in America change our
rulers every four or eight years, and are continually
modifying the suffrage. But we never call it a revolution. It is not a revolution until the essential relations
between the classes within the state are altered. And
in Germany no class relation has been altered. The
German workman is today imprisoned or shot under the
same martial law which justified the enormities of Zabern
-and the same officers do the imprisoning .and shooting.
The same class of militarist Junkers stand behind the
government and bully it as during the war. The same
newspapers tell the same lies. And the same business
men pay the same bills. The same workmen must strike
for the same illusory increase in wages,: and the same
spies report the same names. The same laws· are passed
by the same legislators, interpreted by the same judges
and administrated by the' same bureaucrats. There has
been no change-not even (with exception of the threeand-thirty kings and dukes) a change of personalities.
There has not been any revolution. There has not
been even any deliberate attempt at revolution.
But Counter-Revolution is a thing as tangible as cab··
bages, as highly organized as a steam engine. It is a
state within itself, with its political cabinet, its general
staff, its army, its treasury and its taxpayers. It works
with firm will and refined technique toward a perfectly
definite goal. Such a counter-revolution has been laboring with signal success in Germany.' It has been organized and directed by a reactionary class more firmwilled, more industrious and more politically shrewd, I
suppose, than any other similar class in the world. And
the personalities in command are exactl.Y those "who have
hitherto controlled the destinies of the German Empire."
It is true that workmen's and soldiers' councils-"soviets"-were formed spontaneously at the very beginning. But these formally revolutionary organisms were
in most instances not the least revolutionary in spirit.
They were formed in emotional imitation of the soviets
of Russia. But more particularly they were formed be-

cause, when the military skeleton of embattled Germany
was shattered, there was nothing else to hold the land
erect. Each army regiment, each factory, each city district required some sort of rough and ready administration in the moment when all authority had fled, and the
men concerned appointed councils, or committees, to provide it. But such councils, usually appointed by party
bureaucrats or trade union organizers (and often, in
the case of the army, by under officers) were usually
about as revolutionary as a committee appointed by Mr.
Gompers to discover a modus vivendi with the National
Manufacturers' Association. The people were satisfied.
"Die Rote Fahne," in the early days, CQuid scarcely be
given away. Liebknecht could muster only a handful
of soldiers to follow .him to decisive revolutionary action. It took months for a revolutionary consciousness
to come over any considerable part of the German working class.
'
But the connter-revolution, on the other hand, began
the very day after the Kaiser's fall. It began when Hindenburg offered his sword in the service of the "revolutionary" government and (secretly) issued orders that
soldiers' councils be formed in all army corps. These
two gestures, puzzling enough to the naive observer,
were definitely counter-revolutionary acts. Hindenburg
was not acting .in the dark. It must be remembered that
the German Junker class has been through this thing
before, in r848, and has perfected its technique. By offering his services to the "revolution," Hindenburg retained command of the army. By ordering the formation 6f soldiers' councils in the first moment he secured
the election of class conscious officers in all the army
corps to which the realization of the incipient revolution
had not yet penetrated. It baffles speculation, to estimate what these actions of Hindenburg accomplished.
If he had opposed the revolution and all its works, if
he had gathered his faithful followers in a crusade
against the upstart Socialists and their devilish soviets,
he would have crystallized the revolutionary conscious'ness at the start, and Liebknecht might have been the
general of millions, instead of hundreds of red soldiers.
But your true Junker knows how to appear to yield.
He may be clumsy in his dealings with foreign nations,
but he knows his cbuntrymen. He is perhaps the only
reactionary in the world gifted at once with unyielding
will and political shrewdness. So revolutionary Germany had as supreme war lord a noble East Prussian
land-owning general of the Moltke school, and its soldiers' soviets were peppered with select young officers
with handles to their names and monocles at their eyes.
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It is not to be supposed that the Junker officers who
were organizing the Counter-Revolution had anything
but contempt for the crew of saddlemakers temporarily
occupying the sacred throne of Emperor William by the
grace of G~d. It is not to be supposed that they' intended
Germany to be either Social-Democratic or a republic
if they could help. Germany never has been a socialist
!"epuhlic and never pretended to be. Erzberger announced
in his first speech in the assembly that it distinctly was
not such, and Scheidemann took it without a whimper.
But the counter-revolution found it good policy to repeat
the popular formulas. They cared little how their army
was called, provided they' had command of it.
For what had happened? A government professing
to represent the majority of the people had been compelled to select the military force on which it should
base its power. It had two choices-the revolutionary
regiments formed spontaneously in the first days to preserve order, and representing a rough average of the
whole German people; or a small compact volunteer force
recruited largely of convinced monarchists and commanded by such entirely. It rejected the Republican
, regiments' and chose the monarchist corps to be its praetorian guard.
The action of the "people's commissaries" did not, of
course, look so bald as this at the time it was quietly
taken. Indeed, Ebert and Scheid~mann may not have
be,en quite conscious that they had made any such decision at all. What they formally did was to incorporate
into the new National Army (Reichswehr) all formations which were willing to enter the pay of the statemonarchist corps and Republican regiments alike. Hence
the majority of the working class for weeks suspected
nothing. What was actually happening did not become
evident until it was seen that Eberf and Scheidemann
were actively recruiting the monarchist corps, and systematically demobilizing the republican regiments.
If this situation, as it' existed toward the end of December, be understood, everything else at once becomes
clear. Almost without exception the subsequent fighting of the "revolution" resulted from the efforts of the
Counter-Revolution to demobilize the revolutionary institutions, military and political! before they should become
Bolshevik. The resultant conflicts were not the attempts of these institutions to seize power, but to pre-
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for their pay. They were told there would be no pay.
They were demobilized. They objected corporately, out
of regimental pride, to being forcibly disbanded and disar:r;ned. They objected individually to being th~own
suddenly on to the streets to join the unemployed. After
some parleying, they dared the government to demobilize
them and retired to their royal strongholds. The GardeCavallerie-Schuetzen-Division, the heart of the CounterRevolution, was dispatched against them. The battle
ended in a draw. The sailors were not demobilized and
were permitted to remain in the stables. But the Independent Socialist members of the government, now clear
as to the Counter-Revolution and helpless to veto it"
withdrew.
The Counter-Revolution was now started on its career,
Its plan of campaign, systematically followed through
the following months,'Yas three-fold; first to collect
into its own keeping the weapons so distressingly~pd
democratically distributed among the German people;
second, to imprison or assassinate the radical leaders;
and third, to dissolve, where it could not control, the
councils and other popular bodies created by the N ovember revolution. The aim was a compact, well armed
military, set over against a weaponless, disorganized; terrorized proletariat. In such terms the Junker CounterRevolutionists could envisage a Germany which made
sense to them. This state achieved, their property could
be considered safe against socialistic legislation. The
pseudo-Socialist government could be sent about its business at any convenient time, and Germany could be transformed by a military coup into a Hohenzollern monarchy,
limited or unlimited, or into a bourgeois republic, as
should seem advisable.
To carry out this campaign the Counter-Revolution
needed above all two technical instruments-panic and
provocation. I call these instruments technical, though
they are of emotional texture, because they are scientifically elaborated weapons of Counter-Revolution. They
are manipulated by experts, in perfectly' cold blood, for
perfectly definite objects. They are mathematically amenable to control, like heavy artillery.
The battle with the sailors was in reality a victory for
the government, for the Yolks-marine division, succumbing to fine phrases, entered into a formal compact with
the Garde-Cavallerie-Schuetzer-Division to protect the
government and pres~rve law and order. Armed with
serve their existence against the Counter-Revolution.
The first overt act of the Counter,Rev.olution was the this security, the Counter-Revolution now attacked Emil
attempted demobilization. This was formed of the sail- Eichhorn, Independent-Socialist Police President of Berors from Kiel who had given the first push to the revolu- lin. The enormous stores of weapons which Eichhorn
tion by their revolt in November, and had marched to , had at his disposal must be secured by the monarchist
Berlin and installed themselves in the Royal Palace and corps. Eichhorn believed they belonged to the revoluthe Royal Stables. They were not revolutionary. There tionary formations, and distributed them freely. It must
were few Spartacists among them. They pledged to the be added that he did it with singular maladroitness in a
provisional Socialist government their· support and ac- country which places such store by orderliness, for he
knowledged its authority. But one day shortly before passed out his weapons to any workman who applied,
Christmas they called at the Stadtkommandanten as usual instead of assigning them officially to the official work-
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ers' organizations. This fact gave the Counter-Revolution its chance. Eichhorn was pr,eparing a reign of terror
in Berlin! Liebknecht was directing the campaign! The
panic technique was cultivated for several days through
the newspapers, then Eichhorn was declared by the government to be relieved of office in Berlin. Eichhorn
replied that he was responsible to the Workmen's Executive Council of Berlin, which had placed him in office,
and to it alone.
The East Side demonstrated by the thousands in his
support. Liebknecht Ledebour -and Eichhorn all counselled thent to preserve order and take no aggressive
action. But they were bitter against the newspapers, and
this bitterness was manipulated by government agents
provocateurs to stir them to excesses. The meeting
closed with cries of "To the Vorwaert's!" and the crowd
surged to the Linden Strasse. The V orwaerts, the V ossiche Zeitung, and then the rest in town were occupied
by armed workmen. The V olks-marine division and
the republican regiments declared themselves neutral.
But the workers needed no military for the moment.
J
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They made themselves masters of the inner city, and it
was bad luck for any officer to be seen on the streets
with his epaulets on. Liebkneckt and Ledebour now accepted a difficult and unfavorable situation and framed
a provisional govermnent. They parleyed with the Scheidemann government, which played for delay while regiments of monarchist troops were massing outside Berlin.
The Counter-Revolution had the situation it craved.
It attacked the spontaneously organized worker's battal-,
ions one by one and captured their strongholds in turn,
ending with the police headquarters. It searched all
pedestrians for weapons. It arrested Liebknecht, Rosa
Luxemburg, and others. ,It controlled Berlin.
Then it came at last into the open. The officers 'again
appeared on the streets, with side-arms, monocles and
all. The leaders held daily conferences in Potsdam, and
the knowing ones began talking of the Kais~r's return.
The government no longer counted. The staff of the
Garde-Cavallerie-Schuetzer-Division planned the campaign and made the decisions. N oske was a blustering
figure-head.
The Counter-Revolution, now in its stride, did not
bother much about finesse.
The Garde-CavallerieSchuetzer-Division procured and paid for the murder of
Liebknecht and Luxemburg, and cooked and issued from
its press department the fairy tale about the "angry
mob" and the "attempt to escape." The murderers smilingly went about their daily pleasures when their names
were known to all Berlin, and at last, when in a moment
of panic the government arrested and accused them, when
they had been condemned by a farcical military court to
a holiday in jail, the division officers procured through
the government the escape of Vogel, the one officer involved, and withheld news of it until he was out of
danger.
The March uprising was the most· dramatic success
of the Counter-Revolution. It was a peaceful strike
turned by deliberate provocation into a bloody uprising.
The strike, a protest· against the reactionary measures of
the government, was planned for the first Thursday in
March. It was scheduled for the Ruhr industrial district, for Saxony' and central Germany and for Berlin.
It was not an attempt at violent revolution, however
much some of the Communists may have hoped for decisive results.
But a week before the strike was due, the CounterRevolution concentrated troops in Muenster. On Sunday they appeared mysteriously in all the strike centres.
The result was exactly as intended. The Communists,
always stronger in courage than in organization, struck
in indignant protest. They neglected even to arrange
matters with their allies the Independents, who stuck to
schedule. The strike of lV[onday, then, was only a third
of a strike. The monarchist troops then surrounded the
towns, cut off the food supply, entered and shot up the
workers' quarters and by Thursday had the whole strike
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movement disorganized and terrorized. But on Thursday the Central German strike came as scheduled, only
with the heart all gone out of it because of the bloody
fiasco of the Ruhr.
The battle of Thursday was a slaughter. The revolutionists, outnumbered five to one, were penned in the
square and attacked by all the most horrible weapons of
modern war-machine guns from aeroplanes, heavy artillery, poison-gas and sheets of flame. By dusk they
had retired to the barricades in the side, streets.
The battle was really won for the government. But
the Counter-Revolution ,\-vas not through; it exploited the
situation to the utmost limit. For a week it maintained
the farce of a first-class campaign against the few snipers
and wandering bands of fanatics in the east side. It
shattered whole houses with its heavy artillery and filled
the papers with fanciful accounts of desperate resistance.
It stationed a guard in the office of the :\Iarin: Division,
and shot down the weaponless sailors one by one as they
entered. It searched every house in the east side for
weapons and shot men, women and children in the courtyards for possessing a revolver, a Communist m~mber-

ship card, or even a copy of "Die Rote Fahne." It left
the East Side, after many days, one quivering terror.
Thereafter it entered the secoll(~ stage of its campaign,
which was the systematic "deansing" of one city after
another (with blood and iron whenever provocation could
be used successfully). It dissolved all the people's military organizations. It dissolved workmen's councils.
I t suppressed papers, it arrested leaders, it broke strikes,
it had a large and effective strike-breaking detachment attached to each division. And always when it could find
an excuse, it killed. It ki11ed in secret, in the dead of
night, and it left no traces. \\1ithin two months it was
governing most of Germany under martial law.
Germany has been "cleansed" of many of her noblest
and ablest men. She has had no revolution. But she will
have one-that has been assured.
The \\1 orkers' and Soldiers' Councils have become
more and more conscious of their class interests. They
cannot continue to exist without demanding more and
more power, and they will resist any attempt to deprive them of the power they have. All Germany is conscious of the inevitability of this conflict.
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There are just two moves they can
make-war against Russia which
wiD mean revolution at home;
peace with Russia, which will mean
the spread of Soviet principles
throughout the world.
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"" Solidarity! Serenity! Audacity!""
An Account of the Italian Situation by Hiram K. Moderwell·
WITH the news that the Socialists had elected 156 sit on the street corners which are theirs by right of
deputies, nearly a third of the Italian parliament, inheritance, and old women sell you chestnuts or flowers
the world began to talk once more of revolution in Italy. or penny fortune-telling cards on the street. As an on-The impression was confirmed by the news of number- looker you could live for months in Italy without know~
less campaign quarrels, resulting in several dead and ing that anything unusual is happening.
But when you undertake so commonplace an activity
scores of wounded, and finally by the general strike that
accompanied the opening of parliament. Obviously, the as shopping you feel an uneasiness in the air. Your
world said, the Itali~h Socialists intend a revolution.
favorite sweetmeat crawls up in price by a few centesimi
Now the Italian Socialists, though they are the most each week. The tobacco which last week filled the counrevolutionary that are to be found in any of the once ters of your cigar store has now disappeared; you go to Allied and Associated countries, ·do not in the least in- other stores and find that overnight tobacco has ceased
tend a revolution. They expect a revolution. vVhat makes to exist in the city, and no one knows when more will
them dangerous is precisely that they know their place. arrive. The milk which you drink in the corner latterie
They know that revolution is bigger than any party. tastes like the best vintage of the village pump; such as
They know that a party-engineered revolution, if it were it is, you get it without any sort of public control, but
possible, would be a mean, constricted an:d eventually you learn that thousands of babies are doing without it
fruitless affair. They understand that the party will and that American society folks are impor~ng milk powhave a place in the movement only as it knows how to der from the States to give to the hospitals the milk
translate into words and actions the dumb desires of which the government has just allowed you to drink.
the masses.
'When you want to go to Milan you learn that your faAs to its ability to translate these desires into words, vorite express has been taken off the schedule for lack
the elections are sufficient evidence. As for actions- of coal, and that you must get up at four in the morning
the next few months may tell. In the meantime the to catch a local which may stop in the middle of the
Italian party shows a remarkable capacity for thinking journey to cut firewood from a nearby field, and to
straight about the world it is living in. While retaining ride on this local you pay twice as much as you did
unimpaired its revolutionary aim, it has adopted a scieu.- 'last month. You remember that the strange look of the
tific, realistic policy toward the actual circumstances streets comes from the almost complete absence of autowhich surround it. ' Committing itself to a communist mobiles, which is in turn due to the almost complete abrevolution, it haa; avoided those two fantasies which can sence of oil. You read in the papers of strikes, enclmake so much energy fruitless-that the revolution can lessly and everywhere strikes; strikes in small shops· and
be made by parliamentary votes, and that it can be made large factories, strikes of farm workers in the valley of
by armed uprisings; the one bringing endless reforms the Arno, in the plain of the Po, and among the hills of
endlessly blocked by legal and administrative devices, the Sicily; marvellous strikes like that of the 200,000 metal
other bringing impotent frenzy, bloodshed, and finally workers who held out for six eventless weeks, at the
despair. We shall use, say the Italian Socialists, both expense of all the Italian trade unions, until they brought
preliminary votes and armed uprisings, each in its place; the employer's association to terms; queer strikes, like the
but the Revolution is more than an act of party will-in passive resistence of the government telegraph employees
the historic sense, indeed, scarcely an act of the human who, not daring openly to quit their jobs, manage to
will at all. It is a great, impersonal precipitation of the make a 'telegram to Florence take longer by several days
social fluid inevitably caused by events beyond the will than a letter.
of any man or group of men. The Italian revolution
You go to the bank to get your money changed and
that is to come is only the future tense of the Italy that you find that you receive three hundred more Lire for
is to-day.
your hundred dollars than a month ago. You hear your
friends discussing whether they shall cash their letter
* * *
And what is Italy to-day? Externally a quiet enough of credit now, or wait for the exchange to rise still furcountry if you neglect the occasional bloody election rows. ther. They all decide to wait.
The shops are open and the cafes are full of people
From the working classes, the small householders, and
gossiping, or reading of the "passionate dramas" which that class of salaried employees who are here as every. end in murder or suicide in some dirty slum; beggars still where the "new poor," you hear always of the prices.
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They are climbing always, each month a little. Even
bread has recently gone up again. Prices are Hcontrolled," of course; all retail prices, even on some luxuries ((calmiere prices, all officially sealed and signed,
whitens the walls and the shop windows of every Italian city. A curious crowd gathers around it studying
it, and smiles resignedly or shakes its head. It is not
merely that this month's official prices are higher than
last month's. It is that the goods will not be found for
sale at the prices named. Shops are "out" of goods, or
<offer you only a small portion of what you need at the
calmiere price, or stuff of an inferior quality. But if
you have the money you will get what you want. The
crowd around the calmiere list remembers that even such
blessings as the calmiere brings are the result of the food
riots of July when the people took price fixing into their
own hands and administered it through the Camera del
Lavoro. Later the government took over the whole administration-and what is 'the result? Each month living costs a little more, and the winter is coming on.
Is all this merely the reaction from war? Well, a
few days before the election we celebrated the fact that
the war ended a year agOt and at dinner that night we
ate war bread. If war makes living harder, surely peace,
which is the opposite of war, should make it easier. But
instead of getting easier with the peace, living is getting
steadily more difficult. That is what hurts. Things are
still endurable at present. But when they change, it is
always a little for the worse. When will things begin
to change in the other direction? Surely there is something that can be done about it? Why don't our statesmen do it? Or perhaps-perhaps they have done all they
know how to do? I f that is true, then we shall try something else with a vengeance. The Socialists are for a
revolution, a Bolshevik revolution. That is something
definite, at least.
So a third of the' voters of Italy, and nearly half
of those in the north where the masses can read or
write, vote for the Socialists, and for Bolshevism, and
red flags, workers' councils, and barricades.
The papers like to talk angrily of food speculators and
profiteers. But the Socialist journals do not indulge
much in such talk. They don't regard the present condition of Italy as the result of a malicious plot. They
call it the long foreseen collapse of capitalism.
They remind you that Italy has a total debt roughly
equal to her total wealth. Italy has mortgaged her house
and lot and her labor for a generation, and if she is
forced to borrow anything more she can give no security
more material than her good intentions. She is in need
of almost all the raw materials of human life and industry. All her coal must be imported, and she is importing about a quarter of what she needs. She must
export manufactured goods, but to make these she must
import the materials out of which they are to be made.
JJ
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These she cannot get from the west without paying
double their normal price, because of the rate of exchange. The east, where she could buy at a favorable
rate, is blockaded and invaded by capitalism trying to re~
establish itself, and the north, which once sent her so
much, is strangled by capitalism seeking to crush a rival.
The Lira, which once stood at 5.20 to the dollar, now
fluctuates between 12 and 13. Mostly it fluctuates downward. I t has been fluctuating since the armistice. There
is nothing in sight to suggest that it will cease falling.
To· restore the Lira, .Italy must first restore production;
to restore production, she must first restore the Lira.
No statesman has yet been able to find any instrument
with which to break this vicious circle. It is, say the
Socialists, something that cannot be broken within the
rules of the capitalist game. It is capitalism destroying
itself.
The truth is this: that either the international bankers and politicians must turn communist, or the people
will. I f those who control credit and those who control
the circulation of raw materials were to conspire to a
gigantic act of co-operation,' all . would be well. I f the
international bankers were to grant loans to the poor
countries (necessarily including Germany and Austria),
if the generals were to permit Russia to resume production, if the politicians were to permit raw materials to
flow whither they are needed-in short if a world soviet
of the rich and mighty were to take counsel for the good
of all, there would be little demand for a soviet of the
despised and rejected. If-but the case is unthinkable.
A capitalism which did not seek to crush its competitor
would be no capitalism ..
Failing any such saving altruism, the economic dissolution goes relentlessly on. And dissolution, if it continues to the end, becomes revolution. The Socialists
of Italy kI?-0w this, and the knowledge saves them from
the error of supposing that the revolution must be made
by them.
However, Italy will scarcely be obliged to wait for the
normal, agonizing process of this dissolution to fulfill
its appointed time. The crisis is being precipitated by
other factors. Let me introduce one of them. Its name
is lyric poetry.. It is here a menacing power, though
American readers, if they be born since the mouldering
of John Brown's bodYt will scarcely believe that it can
be a serious factor in political life.
Poetry adorns all of Italy, but we sometimes forget to
what an extent it frequently dominates her. Yet I think
that if we were to examine Italian history we should find
that when Italy acts, it is under a poetic concept, just as
England always acts under a moral concept. Surely the
most astonishing exploit 0.£ the nineteenth century was
Garibaldi's crusade, and it was pure poetry. I do not
doubt that great social events here as elsewhere have
economic causes, but before an economic force can move
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the Italian to conscIOUS aCtivity, it must be sublimated
into a poetic form.
Now nothing could be less poetic than the present Nitti
government, with its doglike adherence to its honorable
engagements with Paris, its cautious internal policy, its
patient awaiting of some future saving event. The Italians are weary of it. Who will bring back to Italy the
great days, the days of daring, of combat, of exaltation?
Now just across the Adriatic is one of the greatest
poets of the age, who makes a specialty of daring, combat
and exaltation. A conquering her?, he moves from town
to town, planting the standard of victorious Italy. Seen
at closer range it is prosaic enough to walk with your
soldiers into an unfortified city and, instead of setting the
world by the ears, be obliged to sit on your uniform and
wait for something to happen. But given a little Adriatic
fog, the thing becomes imposing. So much so that the
government is obliged to keep d'Annunzio's grandiloquent
bulletins 'out of the newspapers. Every bulletin is a
poem, and in these d~ys. every poem is dangerous. If the
prose in Italian politics continues much longer, who
knows but that through the fog d'Annunzio may begin to
look like Garibaldi or Caesar, and his volunteers like
the red-shirted Thousand or the Praetorian Guard?
D'Annunzio's influence does not end with his volunteers. He has the whole navy with him-the officers,
that is; the men have not yet been heard from. He has
a large part of the army; I do not know what proportion,
neither does the government, which wishes to heaven
it did. He has his political party in the Combattenti,
though it fared badly enough in the recent election. And
he has his ,free-masonry in the Arditi, once a junta of
Arditi officers in Milan, now a vast patriotic society within the army, the regisseur of occasional diverting melodrama to thepublic, but with no one knows what rclmifications in Italian life. He has even his press, the loudestvoiced in ItalYl whose daily life is one continuous dithyramb of the glory that is to· be. In short, if rl'Annunzio
should ever decide to introduce the divine fue into the
Italian peninsula, say by a march to Rome a:. the head
of his volunteers, there is a complete organization, white
guard, white press and all, to rise at the first sound of the
passionate trumpet.
.
It might be supposed that these d' Annunzians are devout royalists. Nothing of the kind. Ask them about the
monarchy and they reply that if the king will play Italy's
game they may permit the king to remain, if not-! But
why this coolness toward the glorious House of Savoy?
Go to a Combattenti cafe and you will hear remarks
about the d'Annunzian dynasty. Well, why not? The
Julian dynasty, ,the Flavian dynasty, and others, have
been established by a march of a devoted army from the
provinces. It is in the Italian climate.
It is not possible to predict when, or if, the apt couplet
will unleash this force as something active in the politics
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of Italy. But I· think it will be met by a poem that is
grander and more 'universal, albeit one rarely heard in
ancient Rome. The Italian proletariat, though it has been
relentlessly schooled in economic determinism, has a poetry of its own. Here, more than in other countries,
Lenin is made a personal hero. The solidarity of the
working class is the monotheism of a new religion. The
epic has its grim comic relief, too, as in the exploit of
those lads, who, during a battle in the Piazza del Duomo
in Milan, crept along the shadow of the cathedral, captured the pumps at the point of the revolver, and turned
the hose on the soldiers from behind.
For the proletariat, too, is sensible of the glory of
antique Italy. I once asked Arturo Caroti, deputy from
Florence, why his city, which is certainly not industrial,
should be one of the reddest in Italy. It was not a case
of economic determinism, he thought, but a consciousness
on the part of the workers that Florence had been the first
soviet republic of the Middle Ages. Look it up, as I had
to do, and you will find that in Florence in the I4th century, the people had their political representation not by
geographical units, but by the natural units of professions
and industries. I read in my Sismondi that on the 20th of
July, I378, during an uprising to demand political representation for the minor trades, "a carder of wool, named
Michele Lando, in' a short waistcoat and barefooted,
marched at the head of the people,· carrying in his hand
the gonfalon of the state," and that having been acclaimed
gonfaloner he "exhibited by his own example how much
a free government spreads ~ound sense and elevated
sentiments among even the lowest classes of society."
There is a statue of this Lando in the Mercato 'Nuovo.
I had never heard of. him, but Caroti tells me that he is
the hero of every Florentine lad, just as George Washington is the hero of the American schoolboy. It was
these Florentines who, finding their nobles troublesome,
excluded them from political rights, and authorized the
Sign oria, in case of disturbances by other families, "to
ennoble them too, as a punishment of their crimes, in order to subject them to the same summary justice." If
the nationalists can fight to restore Italy's ancient glories,
the workers can fight to restore her ancient liberties.
Add to this a hair-trigger state of the Italian nerves,
responding with a shot to the slightest touch at a sensitive spot. You stand in a peaceful crowd, listening to an
outdoor political speech. Suddenly the hum of halfwhispered conversation rises; you hear a melee of voices
in some distant part of the square, and you see the crowd
coagulate itself about the voices. Then, above the voices
a cane is raised, followed by a dozen canes waving and
falling through the air. Then the government police run
up, holding their silly long capes over their shoulders with
one hand while they fumble for their swords with the
other. A trumpet sounds, and the guard rushes into action. The centre of combat sways this way and that.
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The Socialists then form a scratch parade, elbowing its
way down the side streets, "uttering" (as the newspapers
say) "subversive cries." Sometimes stones fly, and frequently, in these days, revolver shots are exchanged. It
is half an hour or half the night before the crowd has
<:ompletely lost interest and gone home.
.
It has been the task of the Italian Socialist party to
humor and discipline this quarrelsomeness, and to provide the militant symbols for this temperament, while
guiding them through the maze of political and military
intrigue to the clearly envisaged goal. To my mind the

party has thus far succeeded marvellously well. It has
nurtured in the proletariat that splendid, lovable individualism which has' been the glory and the curse of
Italy, but it has inculcated also just those qualities of
realism and Jiscipline which the Italian temperament has
lacked. The party's influence is summed up, for me, in
a slogan which is current in Florence and might welt
characterize the whole Italian Socialist movement:
.
SOLIDARITY!

SERENITY!

AUDACITY.

And above all, a practical statesmanship which. knows

Robert Minor
Clemenceau: "But where will you get the troops?"
Lenin: "I'll use yours."
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the world it is living in, and can thread its way through
complicated facts to the supreme moment.
* * *
It was at the Bologna Congress of October that the
party took final stock of its situation and decided on the
policy which carried it ,uncompromisingly and victoriously through the recent elections. And because in doing so
it framed perhaps the first serious summary of Marxian
doctrine and tactics as revised to fit the facts of Western
Europe in the light of the Russian revolution, I believe it"
is worth while to put on record something of this congress
and its factional struggles.
Bologna is a Socialist municipality and the district
around it is known as the reddest of I talian provinc~s.
Seven of its eight seats were captured by the Socialists in
the parliamentary elections of I9I3. The same year the'
city went Socialist and under the Zanardi administration has grown stronger than ever, having made tQ.e workers feel that it was on their side. No other Italian city
has had ~o many institutions to ameliorate the poverty of
the people during the war. A municipal unemployment
subsidy, a municipal lodging house, and a municipal restaurant have met the first needs of the poor. More than
one Minister of the King, in the past few years, has
mentioned Bologna as the model municipality of Italy.
Model or not, it is Socialist, and that made things
simpler for the party delegates. They were not obliged
by superior physical force to perform any of the rituals
of the religion of state. They put no Italian flag over the
red-framed picture of Liebknecht in the municipal theatre where they held their congress. They hired no brass
band to play Garibaldi's hymn for their souls, and they
did not even mention Fiume. Yet there were no soldiers
menacing the entrance, no police arresting the wearers of
red carnations, no government stenographers listening,
for detached sentences on which a penitentiary term
might be based. It is true that one evening a band of
soldiers, on their own account, tried to start something
with a crowd singing Socialist songs in front of the
municipaJ palace. But the constituted authorities, in the
person of Mayor Zanardi, warned the soldiers that the
crowd would stay there all night if they did not withdraw.
They withdrew.
The congress struck me as a very serious council.
There is a great difference hetween a congress whose
function is to inscribe the true doctrine, and one like this
which must grapple in anticipation with a state of actual
revolution. If there are to be barricades in the Piazza
Vittoria in Milan, there were also barricades in the Bologna Theatre. The delegates ran the risk, in case they
decided wrong, not of being refuted in a learned work
by some Marxian monk, but of sending thousands of
their comrades to useless slaughter and themselves being
strung up by the neck. An incentive, this, to decide right!
And j tlst as it is more difficult to decide to do a thing
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than 'to do it, this congress was a more significant
achievement than any of the, revolutionary battles which
may result from it. For here was achieved the supreme
determining act of revolutionary will.
Strictly speaking, it is not delegates who achieve' revolutionary will, and it is not at congresses that men make
up their tninds. All congresses can be divided into the
steam-rollered and the sewed-up. This one was sewed Up'
-by the well considered decision of the rank and,file. For
weeks before the congress met, the various locals, in their
several meeting rooms, had discussed night after night
the four programs submitted for; their approval by the
four factions within the party. For weeks the columns
of "Avanti" had been full of controversial articles from
all four. And methodically each local arrived at its decision and instructed its delegates accordingly. So' although there was here little of the fluid process 0f decision, yet there were here passed in review the thoughts
and emotions which had filled the ~ talian Socialists since
the armistice.
But now there is necessary a bit of technical explanation. Four distinct programs had been present~d. ~irst,
and most conservative, was that of the "Reformist" faction* led by Turati. Turati and his group, though' they
have been consistently opposed to the late war, are not
as consistently in favor of revolution. Indeed, they declare pretty f rankl y that they do not expect a revolution
in Italy. Even if a revolution were possible they might
not welcome it. They are frankly sceptical about the
Bolshevist regime. They look the other way when anyone mentions Soviets. When they are asked what should
be the program of a Socialist government in Italy they
talk of water power and inheritance taxes. As for collaboration with the bourgeois parties, they make no secret
of their belief that such collaboration would be for the
benefit of the working class if their mandates pennitted it.
Their program presented to the party, therefore, was the
familiar one of urging the "conquest of public power" by
means of the ballot, and the securing of refonn measures in maximum abundance all along the way. They represented themselves as conservers of Marxism undefiled
by soviets, commissaries, and other new fangled inventions.
Opposiflg the Reformists were the lVfaximalists, the
group which gained the predominance and the party machinery at the Rome congress of I9I8. It was under
the direction of the Maximalist faction that the party declared its adherence to the Moscow Internatibnal and
organized, so far as it could, the international strike of
July. Undisputed leader of the Maximalists is Serrati,
director of "Avanti" and editor of its Milan edition. The
* The "Reformist" Socialists of Italy must not be confused with
the patriotic Socialists, most of whom were rather s~'ndicalists, who
were expelled from the Party when they declared in favor of the
war. The word "Reformist" is loosely applied to these latter by the
newspapers, but properly it belongs only to Turati and his group.
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through the parliament and other instruments of bour.l
geois politics, but only through the workers' own organizations, the soviets, protected by proletarian arms. The
true function of the party, then t is the education of the
proletariat in the historic necessity of Communism, the
founding and building of workers' councils, and the securing within these of a dependable Communist majority.
The program; when the revolution comes, must be that
of the Bolshevik party of Russia,-the arming 0.£ the
proletariat, the disarming of the bourgeoisie, and the establishing,as a transitional measure, of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. Is this contrary to the Gospel according to Saint lVIarx? The Maximalists assert that it is not.
But however that may be, it is in harmony with the present reality of Socialism militant, facing a world in arms.
And now the last plank in the 11aximalist 'platform:
, Rejecting pa,rliamentarism as a revolutionary instrument, what shall be done about parliament? Abstain hom
taking part in bourgeois elections says logic. Certainly
not, says Serrati. Send as many revolutionary deputies
to parliament as possible. They will use the Chamber of
Deputies as a soap-box of revolution, and will keep out
,the yellow Socialists. Further, though the 11aximalists
do not say this, the activity of a pa~liamentary election
will serve to keep the party unified, the machinery oiled,
and the less revolutionary comrades in a fighting spirit.
The deptlties, on the other" hand, are to be' pledged to
scorn the parliament they enter; they must refuse any
sort of collaboration with, the bourgeois groups, and must
obey all mandates of the P<1:rty on pain of immediate expulsion.
Opposing this logical inconsistency in the Maximalist
program, there arose the ex"breme left, or "Abstentionist,"
An Italian Caricature of Turati.
faction, under the leadership of a vivacious young civil
Maximalists disagree with the Reformists in almost engineer from Naples, Amadeo Bordiga. Since the revevery question of tactics and method. Their very first olution cannot be effected through the instrumentalities
premise is that they most decidedly do expect a revolution of the bourgeois state, he says, let us reject the bourin Italy and that soon. Far trom regarding the Italian geois state and all its works and proceed as rapidly as
revolution as a vain dream, they find the vanity in sup- may be to the armed insurrection. Participation' in the
posing .that competitive capitalism can ever deliver Italy parliamentary elections, which the Maximalists admit to
from the economic bankruptcy left by the war. Being be useless for the purpose of revolution, will· only enas they claim, the "conscious expounders of the uncon- tangle the representatives of the workers in the wheels
scious p"ocesses of history," they content themselves with of the existing machine, and lead the minds of the prolepointing out that a country which is being ruined by na- tariat away from their main business. But do not suppose
tionalism and competitive capitalism can only be restored that this was the "leftest" thing in the convention. By
by internationalism and communism. \Vhen the crisis will no means. There was still a "left wing" of the Bordiga
come depends partly on the ability of others to see the faction, led by a fiery middle-aged woman, one Abigaille
truth. For themselves, they can wait; they must wait. Zanetti, which insisted on the expulsion of all party memThey can only prepare to seize and guide the revolution bers who did not immediately join revolutionary classwhen it comes. Thus, like the Calvinist God, they can sit conscious soviets'.
A fourth faction, calling themselves "Centrists," elcalmly waiting for the predestined event which they have
bowed its way in between the Reformists and the 11axifreely.willed.
• The revolution being inevitable, how shall the Party malists. Their reason for existing was their fe~r for the
seize it when it comes. The Maximalists, in contrast to unity of the party in case the congress should attempt
the Reformists, insist that the proletariat can seize it not to force the Maximalist program on its parliamentary
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deputies. They endeavored to find some ground of agree- dom to the Reformist deputies m p.arliament and thus
ment between reform and revolution and made rather a prevent their insurgency.
poor showing of it. Lazzari, political secretary (equiva*' * *
lent to our -president) of the party, was perhaps lured
Literally speaking, thIS:' was a congress of graybeards.
into heading this faction by his concern for the flock' Italy is one of 'the few countries, where the barber's craft
which had increased to nearly a hundred thousand souls is ar~ arty because here nearly every man has a beard and
during the past year. of his incumbency.
every man who has a beard is vain of it. Beards have
been a revolutionary symbol since the forties, when they
F0r the purposes of the convention the Reformists, were adopted by patriots as the one safe way of expressfeeling themselves weak~ merged with the Centrists, ing their anti-Au;trianism. They continued to be a papainting themselves red and proclaiming themselves also triotic fashion until the late war,when for hygienic realvfaximalists-"Unitarian Maximalists." Their program sons all beards at the front had to be shaved. Now, with
conceded what their orators did not concede, that the the smooth face the symbol of nationalism, the Socialists
crisis through which the world is passing is really of a have the more reason to retain their beards or grow new
revolutionary character, and that the classic Marxian pro- ones. A meeting of the Socialist party directorate looks
gram proclaimed by the Italian party in 1892, must be like a council of the Sanhedrin.
xevised in the light of subsequent events. Finally, it de- ~
But under his beard, your typical Italian Socialist has
manded ~'for all members the rights of citizenship in the the animation of the American business man. There is
;party, and complete liberiy of thought and discipline in Serrati, for example', at man whose mind is continually in
,:action."-Very like one of the "substitute resolutions" motion, a man whose wiII has compeiled the party to its
which Mr. Gompers' committee produces at an A. F. of L. present course, and
who' may be trusted to, carry the
convention. Its real aim was to secure a margin of free- grea~est 'responsibilities when his time arrives. Twenty
years or so ago he was in America, editing a little Italian Socialist paper and
organizing Italian branches of the So~
cialist party. In It<;lly, at the beginning
of the war, he was in the minority
which demanded active measures
against the war, and in Turin he made
a speech which cost him eight months
in prison.
Yet it is typical of his
genial personality that he still keeps ill
his room a holy picture given to him
out of sheer affection by the prison
priest. \\Then the Bolshevik revolution
sent a challenge to Socialists throughout the world, he never wavered in his
convictiem that the future of Italian
Socialism lay with Mosc.ow, and through
the firmness of his conviction and the
relentlessness of his ideas, rather than
.through his eloquence, he forced the
party, first of all the great Socialist parties' of the wo~ld, to turn its eyes resolutely to the east. The world will in
the coming months hear more of othe!"
names than of his, but the final authority within the party 'will continue
to be Serrati's.
Serrati had against him at Bologna
two remarkable antagonists,-one t6
the right, Filipo ~urati, founder of tqe
party and for years leader of its deputation in the Chamber; and to the left,
Bordiga.
Turati was formidable

one
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not only because of the reverence which the rank and file, 'surrection'; whereas we prefer that the insurrection shan
and the fear which the high and mighty feel towards him, come from the conscience of the ma~ses. Therefore we
not only. because of his economic knowledge and parlia- remain faithful to the program of 1892."
. mentary experience, but especially because of his fertile
Gennari then spoke for the l\IIaximalists. "It is a
wit and tireless good nature. Bordiga was formidable strange thing," he said, "that opposition to revising the
because of his youthful vitality and his conviction that program of 1892 comes almost wholly from certain comthe future is on his side; but he also fought with wit and rades who were Revisionists, The program of 18g-2 must
good nature, as did Turati. So did Serrati. These quali., be revised, especially in regard to the 'conquest of power~'
ties are priceless in Italy; one does not win without them. We deny that the instruments by means of which the
So the contest at Bologna seemed at times an endurance bourgeoisie rules can be instruments for the emancipation
test in cheerfulness.
of the proletariat. The program of 1892 corresponded
Turati, though h'e knew from the first that he was a to the historic tendency of that, period, when it was suploser, wandered whimsically about the stage, his 'hawk posed that it was possible to transform society without
nose and piercing eyes framed in his gray-black beard, a catastrophe. But in any case, we have already revised
saying to this person and that: "Even if I am a reformist, our program by the act of adhering to the Third InterI'm still polite, still polite." .Bordiga champion of fire and national.
sword, took life stillmore easily. He sat, smooth shaven
"We cannot be in favor both of bourgeois democracy
and well tailored, in a stage' box, surrounded by two or and of the proletarian dictatorshipt" he concluded. "We
three enthusiastic younger comrades and a retinue of must declare for the'dictatorship of the proletariat, and
bC'autifully gowned women (quite the most charming in to be able to exercise this dictatorship we must prepare'
the h~~l) and made irreve-i-ent comments on the opposi- ourselves in the use and technic of violence."
tion' speeches. He was calmly confident that though the
After these rather formal presentations, a day and a
, congress would declare him loser, history would declare half was consumed in enlarging them. Serrati, Lazzari,
him winner.
Turati? all three entered, the joust. Serrati was at once reserved and intense-the scientist acting as propagandist.
* * *
Bordiga, speaking first, insisted that a revolutionary :Lazzari, though he is at heart m()re Maximalist than Reparty should remain outside the tricks and .snares of formist, spoke with the sad dignity of an old man bidbourgeois political life, and that those who wished to ding good-bye to a world which he no longer understands.
remain in' said tricks' and snares should remain outside Turati spoke, as always, like one with his thumb to his
the party. Socialists well understood, by this time, that nose. His speech was the most quotable. That is why it
bourgeois democracy was in fact the dictatorship of the was feared. He has a fine gift for dropping phrases that
rich. Socialism; pure Socialism, means the dictatorship cannot be forgotten.
of the proletariat. The bourgeoisie, which maintains it"The dictatorship of the proletariat," he cried, "can be
self by force, can only be ov.erthrown by force. And now, nothing but the dictatorship of one proletarian over. the
added the speaker, is the time to do it.
.
proletq.riat."
.
Claudio Treves, Deputy from Milan, and perhaps secOr again: "The war has not brought nearer the advent
ond only to Turati in parliamentary prestige; followed of Socialism; on the contrary it has demonstrated the
for the reformists. The bourgeoisie which we are seeking enormous power of the bourgeois state, which was able
to overthrow, he said, is an international bourgeoisje; to send five million men to slaughter."
witness how readily Roumanian bayonets do the will of
It was Turati's clever tongue that was feared. At one
Versailles. The revolution, then, must. also be interna- point in his speech he did deadly work with it. Epitional; we cannot make it in Italy until international grams dropped from his lips one after another. But then
propaganda has progressed much further. Moreover, a surprising thing happened: these Italians, who will
can we afford, by adopting a violent programme, to break agree with anybody who makes a joke, who love the man
our traditional bonds with the Italian Federation of who can make' a joke about anything, but even more
Labor?* The method of insurrection would not be fol- him 'who can make a joke about nothing-these Italians
lowed by the majority of the Italian working class.
became angry with Turati's joking,
"Well, then," he concluded, "if you persist in your
\Vhen he said: "Soviet is a thaumaturgic word which
method, you will end by having an aristocracy. of in- the publiC' does not understand," someone cried: "The
Soviet is too serious a thing."
,.. It is one of the chief sources of strength to the Italian Socialists
Another man added: "This is no cafe-concert!" Then
that the General Confederation of L~bor, b.uilt up un~er its patronage maintllins with it a close worklllg allIance, by Virtue of which
yells
of anger came from all parts of the hall. For the
eacil agrees to act in support of the other in all important matters.
The adoption of the Maximali:st program. with .its emphasis on
first
and
only time during the congress, it came to the .
soviets and its slurring of trade uni0!lis~. did indeed cause a certain
tension between the two gre,at orgamzatlOns, as Treves foresa'Y' but
point of personal combat. It was twenty minntes before
there seems to be not the slIghtest danger of a serious break III the
the orator could resume his speech. \Vhen he resumed, it
al~iance.
•
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was as a beaten man. There was one word which these
The young Socialists who went laughing, singing, and
Socialists would not have as the subject of a joke, for it sometimes shooting their way to the elections of 1919, are
was a word for which they might soon be bleeding on the going in the same spirit to meet the revolution which they
barricades or wasting in prison.
believe is before them. They seem to care little for the
They fought it out all day, and when at eight in the thought of the blood that will flow, for the famine, the
ev:ening the speaking was over, they voted- to stay until suffering. Tough, wiry, inured to the diseases which lay
midnight to ballot. An American convention would have a foreigner low, they leap at the thought 'of these things
been peevish. But the~e Italians sat through the ordeal as to a great adventure.
'
dinnerless without once losing their good humor.
But the responsible leaders are not approaching the revBordiga sat in his box and cheered himself whenever olution as adventurers. They feel the solemnity of ask-'
his name was mentioned. The whole house,had to stop ing thousands of brave men to go to death or prison for
and laugh when the town of Serrati voted against Ser- 'their theories. I think they envisage with perfect clearrati's motion. When a middle-aged woman delegate an- ness what they are saying, mean it with all their souls and
nounced that her vote was for Bordiga, the official steno- minds, are willing to share the fate of the humblest of
grapher found time to look up at her and banteringly re- their comrades, and (what is of vastly more importance)
mark: "It was from personal sympathy."
are able to bring all their notable political abilities to
At midnight the final vote was announced: Maximalist bear upon their program, and to contemplate the high
motion (Serrati), 48,4i 1; Unitarian motion (Lazzari) fortunes of the coming months as unemotionally as they
14,886; Abstentionist motion (Bordiga) 3A17.
would contemplate the prospects of- to-morrow's weather.
Two weighty arguments are .urged against this program
* * *
As party dissensions go, the Maximalists were now by Socialists who still accept its aims -and nearly all who
triumphant over their enemies, and in a, position to grab are still in the party do accept its aims as distinguished
everything in sight. But there is something strange from the methods it proposes. The first is the natural obabout this Italian party, which I cannot pretend to ex- jection of all humane men to the use of violence; the
plain. Both the defeated wings announced that they second is the argument that a revolutionary Italy, cut
would remain with the party. The abstentionists prom; off from economic relations with the rest of 'Europe, yet
ised to conduct no anti-parliamentary propaganda during herself in need of importations of almost every prime
the electoral campaign. And after the 1Vlaximalists had material, would starve.
got everything into their hands, they decided to nominate
In answer to the first objection Serrati, in a campaign
their candidates from the three groups in proportion article which amounts to an official pronouncement of the
to their strength, including trade union and co-operative faction, reviews the familiar argument that the dominant
officials in goodly measure. But with this generosity class has violence constantly at its command-physical
went a protecting clause: all candidates were obliged to violence in the army apd the police and mental violence in
'": pledge in advance a line of conduct strictly in accord the press-and uses it ruthle~sly, legally when possible,
with the decisions of the party. At the same time the under a legal pretense when the law cannot justly be incommittee passed other resolutions---:-one of them, that no 'voked, and finally, when all masks fail, without any preone who had in any way favored or aided the late war tense whatever. The programme does not suppose that
might be a candidate. Since the central committee has a in the broadest sense the revolution can be effected by
veto power over all local nominations for parliament, fire,-arms; it must happen, in the minds and wills of the
workers. But it takes into account that before the final
the party can enforce these decisions to the letter.
moment of revolutionary decision arrives, the dominant
*
*
*
The election was sufficient evidence that the mood of class will take the initiative, with arms in its hands, to
the Maximalist program was the mood of the workers. disorganize and shatter the growing proletarian power.
To !?ay that the result surprised the ruling classes is noth- If and when this happens, the proletariat; says the Maxiing. It surprised the Socialists. They had expected malist programme, must be prepared to resist the aggresseventy to ninety seats. They won 156. They had reck- sion-to protect against violence the organs which are
oned on the probability that the redness of their program, making the revolution a fact.
But it must be rembered that in Italy violence is taken
with its open support of the Bolsheviks, would frighten
away many of the more .timid workers. They had sup- as a fact of every day life m1,lch more' than in Angloposed that the Clericals and Combattenti, with their al- Saxon countries. Nearly every day, during the cammost Socialist programs of internal reform, would lure paign period, there were public fights, resulting in killed
away many of their normal supporters. But the Italian or wounded. The working classes still remember the noworkers rose to greet this bold manifesto with a gesture torious Crispi period when government was maintained
as bold. It stirred their imagination. It gave them the by blpod and iron, amid the applause of the landed and industrial classes. So universally is the inevitability of viomood of victory.
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lence accepted that the anti-socialist newspapers make , celebrating their victory in Milan, killing one and woundscarcely any capital out of the accepted vi<;>lence that ing eleven others. Bombs and firearms were found to
blazes in red in the Socialist programme. The Socialists be illegally collected in the Arditi club-rooms.
are simply taking into account conditions which everyThe day the Socialist deputies took their seats in the
one knows to be a fact.
Chamber, officers attacked them on the street, on various
"Violence," says Serrati, "exists in the facts far rather pretexts., and arrested one of them, after wounding him,
than in our desire. We tao could wish that the transition knowijlg him to be a deputy. Two hours Jater the genmight come without tumult and without blood. But his- eral strike was proclaimed in Rome. In the next two ,days
tory is inexorable and does not accommodate itself to it had spread throughout all of Italy. The workers were
our desire."
convinced that a counter-revolutionary movement was in
Again, the Reformists say: "Make a revolution and die action against them.
of starvation."
•
There was scarcely one city which did not see fightThe Maximalists do not attempt to make a: complete
ing between the people, and the soldiers. In Rome,
refutation of this prediction-who can, indeed! completely
once the langorous town of the bureaucracy and the
refute any prophecy? They are willing to take the tersmall shop-keepers, a Socialist was killed and several
ribe chance without which "revolutions are never made.
were wounded in the Piazza della Esedra. In Turin
But they point out, in Serrati's words:
more than a hundred officers were beaten and despoiled
"I . . That it is only nations economically exhausted
of their insignia. In Milan a pitched battle on the piazza
which, at a given inoment, are the first to' revolt. There
del Duomo caused the death of three and the severe
never was a revolution made on satisfied stomachs, with
wounding of dozezns.
the larders full.
In Andria, in south Italy, two hundred persons were
'(2)~ That the proletarian revolution, although it avails
~ounded
in open fighting.
itself of the actual conditions in each individual nation,
In
Mantua
the railroad station was captured and the
is international, in that it tends to' cross national borders
and spread 'like a fire which, having everywhere a little j ail broken open.
receptive ground, ignites first in a more inflammable cenThe period of preparation, of political fencing,
tre. The proletarian revolution is international revolution. of' writing p'rograms was over. The period of revolu'(3). In these conditions of interl!ationaJism the prole- t .l:try insurrections had begun.
tariat must fInd the i11eatls of developing its own
new order of things in the natural activity of
exchange between the various communities oi
the Communist Federation, Russia is such a
vast and almost virgin storehouse of agricultural and mineral products that it can generously
provide for the needs of all Europe, after the
triumph of its revolution.
"4). In any case, if it is true that because
of the economic blockade by the capitalist states
the existence of an Italian communist republic
created by violence would be impossible, do our
comrades suppose that it would have any possibility of life when created, as they propose, by
means of parliamentary action?"
Here again, Serrati is insisting that the Italian
revolt~tion' is not an isolated thing, but a part of
the world revolution. Is it so certain, he seems
to ask, that when the revolution comes here,
Italy will be geographically and ecoilOn'lical~y
separated from Soviet Russia? Is it so certam
that -the workers of other countries will permit
the blockade against Soviet Italy, after tlte horrors of that against Soviet Russia?
"

* * *

The day after the election, a bomb was thrown
by officers of the Arditi at a parade of Socialists
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The Boisheviki "W"olves
(From a conscientious objector in prison)

T INYEyeslittleas baby,
bright as stars,.
Every day they twinkle
At Papa through the bars;
Don't you start a-crying,
Straighten up your face,
Your dad has gone to prison
To free this bloomin' race.
,
Chorus:
Go to sleep, my baby,
Don't you weep nor 'wail,
Wilson's in the White House,
Papa's in the jail;
Mamma's in the laundry
Washing clothes for me,
And everybody's working
For wor.ld-democracy.
Quit your crying, baby,
Lonely little waif,

Papa's in an iron cage
To make your future safe;
All the other daddies
Have gone and left their wives,
And all the kids on our street
Are playinj{ with their knives.
Here's your bottle, baby,
Skin as soft as silk;
Easy on the rubber,
Easy on the milk;
Just a little swallow
And give it back to me,
For most all the baby food
Has sunk into the sea.
Byelo, little baby,
Let your crying cease,
You'll go to jail with Papa,
If you 'disturb the peace;
Close your little eyelids,
Don't you peep nor yell,
Half the dads in Christendom
Have died and gone to hell.
Floyd Hard:n.
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. "Clear the road there, boys-we got a dangerouS Red."
"Every guy in this joint is under arres t'"
•

"Come on!

Come on!

.,,,

What's your name.

Seditious Literature:
The Bible•

.Rounding U·p
The Reds
By "W"illiam Gropper
Trying to convince the cops t h a t th ey too are workingmen.
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Frank James Burke

Ruth

Conscientious Objector who died at. Fort Douglas,
Utah, July 30, 1919.

saw it on her face (if you were not a stranger
Y OUto feminine
psychology) very soon after you knew

T HAT you should leave your stone-gray prison-free-Before our fumbling, awkward hands could know,
Before our dragging feet could learn to go
With you along the corridor-for me
This is a shameful thing. The unused. key
Lies rusting iit ou~ grasp. Barred gates below
Stand black against the sudden morning glow
Your dying sheds about us. • •• Who will see?
Strange upper paths, .more friendly for your doing,
High winds that, howling, failed to conquer you,
And deep, free spaces for your spirit's knowing,
Are calling us to dare to follow you.
Oh, Youth, so swiftly, beautifully fled
On wings of light denied us-are you dead?
Ruth R. Pearson.

A WOODCUT.
By J. J. Lankes.

her. It was the look of a bird poised for flight, impatient to be off, restless at your delay in giving her the
cue to take wing-and withal a bit cynical of your
ability to do so.
Her delicately-boned face and small body, her starryblue eyes, her poignant sensitiveness, her quick moodiness, her highly mentalized temperament, gave you the
sense of a little human thrush, all nerve and spirit, and
ever a-wing. You almost saw in her the bird-instinct
to migrate hither and thither, following the warmth of
the sun. Her spiritual temperature must ever be tropi-

cal.

-

And if you felt impelled to know her more, and ventured forth upon the quest, all your wit and all your
power would soon be laboring desperately-you would
be fairly entered in the doughtiest tournament of your
life. F or you would discover that Ruth lived only in
super-stimulation, that she hated the ordinary hours
and details of life, loathed commonplace duties and
joys, and fed herself upon the high moments of life
-Jor which she looked to you.
As long as you were at the peak of your high moods
-and power she was yours. As long as you stimulated
the atmosphere wherein spawned her epigram and her
fancy, her soul homed with yours as only such souls
can. But the moment the lines sagged and you could
not quickly renew yourself, you lost her-you felt her
questioning whether after all you were the man for
her .. Plainly you could discern in her eyes a shivering
horror at thought of the possible dull evenings of your
possible married life; the horror of possible lead
weights to her wings, affixed by the cruelty of law.
She recoiled at thought of your failure in the necessary
task of holding her to the high concert pitch of her temperament.
Perhaps she would be with you on a ptountain walk
when the balanced, restful mood of nature would permeate you, for the time being making you slow and
slack of speech and ideas. Feverishly then would Ruth
jab you, insisting that you speed up the racing car of
her thought, to maintain the speed of flight which she
considered necessary to prevent tumbling gracelessly
to dull earth. Ruth was very frank in admitting that
only the man who could ever maintain her ather peak
should marry her; that, alone, her mood sank; that she
lived in terror lest at some time in her future there be
no male to manage her temperament and mood.
With thriftiness of spirit, therefore, she held many
men in readiness for her emergency-young men, old
men, business men, preachers, socialists, brokers and
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editors-also shy, gentle youths (who were no match
for her, but whose thrill consisted in their ingenuous
simplicity). From one to another she migrated, following her Bird-instinct for the sun at its meridian.
Of course she was utterly cruel to those of us who
failed her, even for the nonce. She smiled at you a
little sadly and wearily; perhaps she would fall into
the way of saying "Well?" with a challenging intonation .as she searched your face; perhaps she would
merely slump into cynical listlessness as she felt you
touch lower level, or bring forth stale mental merchandise. If you were one of those poor male creatures
with single-phased minds you were early and surely
lost! Ruth would lay cunning thought-traps for you,
. set up straw men for you to knock down with your
naive energy-all for her entertainment. By a sort of
mental terpsichorean facility she would dance all
around your standard sets of ideas, in a phenomenally
short time, and become letter-perfectly familiar with
them. Thereafter she would mockingly break in'to
your most imposing conversations, or your seemingly
most original thought, right at their start, and finish
them off for you in mimicry, just as y()U had intended.
Life under such circumstances would lose in. salt and
flavor-you would poignantly break your heart and
seek out the flaxen-haired doll Nature intended you to
marry-always, however, with a restive memory!
But the sport was fine if you~were even measurably
in her class of mental and spiritual agility. You soon
learned that surprise was the protein of her diet,· and
you boldly undertook to be her protein provider. You
and she would waltz dizzily over many fields and
heights, with backings and fillings~ hots and colds,
franknesses and simulations, brutal knock-downs, exquisite delicacies, triple-decked plots and pretendings.
You· lost your balance more than once and felt yourself marked for destruction at her hands, but you had
no choice-for Ruth was infinitely the most interesting
thing in life, at every point.
And.at last? Well, after you had endured a series of
heavens and hells-or .at least poignant intimations of
them-through her seismographic ups and downs, you
took your courage boldly in your hands and you left
her-aye, left her! Not, of course, before yoti almost
if not quite literally shook her and said brutish things
to her. as to your vital relation to her life.
The t@rror of the months that followed when you
stayed from her are only assuaged by what, in a letter
(or was it a telegram?) Ruth intimated were her 'Own
feelings-which you are not willing to disclose-:-now
that she is dead. For perhaps you have guessed that
Ruth was a. tendril too fragile to bear the burden of
life under any CIrcumstances, and died as she livedradiantly impatient for the next flight of spiritual adventure.
J. GEORGE FREDERICK.

BOOKS
Education Made Happy
Were You Ever A Child! By Floyd Dell.
Knopf·)

P

(Alfred A.

AUL JORDAN SMITH, who is a very delightful
and ingenious "radical" in Southern California, impelled me to write this review of Floyd 'Dell's book by
saying that he was disappointed in it. What he said, exactly, was this: "I have always regarded Floyd Dell as
the greatest book-reviewer in the world, and when he
came to write a book himself, I looked for something entirely unique and original, a new departure, but this
book contains only the advanced ideas about education
that we are all familiar with."
I t seems to me that he missed the purpose and quality
of the book entirely. It is something unique and original.
It is a new departure, and one which I am tempted to
compare with the cinematograph or the telephone, or
the talking machine. It is an animated te:rl-book. Just
think .of that! A text book that can talk and laugh, and
get up and move around, and shuffle its feet, and poke
you in the ribs, and even ask questions! A text book
that can ask questions-could anything be more unique,
ot more perfectly phenomenal, or more destined in its
propagation to alter the face of our civilization, and tum
dull hours to the hours of delight?
/'
What I mean is well exemplified in the title. If
Floyd Dell had called his book "An Introduction to
the New Attitude in Education," "An Outline of Modern Educational Theory," "A Briefer Course in
Revolutionary Pedagogy," or some deadly thing like that,
Paul Jordan Smith would have approached it with a
mind ready to judge its true purpose and utility. He
would have said, "That is indeed the most lucid, thorough, brief and' charming summary of the thing I have
seen-just what I might have expected from the greatest book-reviewer in the world-pity he co1l'ldnr t think of
a livelier title!"
But he did think of a livelier titIe-a "lucid, thor. ough, brief and charming" title, "Were You Ever a
Child?" And that is the way the book is written through..
out.. It is not only an Introductory Course in the New
Kind of Education-it is a new kind of Education.
And then when Paul Jordan Smith speaks of "the
advanced ideas that we are aU familiar'with,"" just whom
does h(J mean by "we" in that sentence? Does he mean
the distinguished company of the professors who have
been kicked out of the colleges and are stiU smiling, as' he
is? It is a growing company, but not yet very large- as compared with'the total population. Or wOU'Id he add in tire
educators who have passed over the colleges aJt€>getner,.
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and are occupying chairs in our American prisons and
disciplinary barracks? A still larger company, but not
widely influential at the moment. If these are the groups
to which he refers, and I don't know who else it can be,
it seems to me we are peculiarly in need of some new
dev,ice by which their "advanced ideas" can be propagated during the period of their disablement. And could
there be a better' device than the animated text-book,
which we' may now put down as a Yankee invention of
the year 1919? I only wish that Floyd Dell had the time',
as he has the ability, to write similar text-books in all the
sciences-chemistry, physics, biology, economics, psychology. Even geometry under his humane and humor··
ous solicitation might be persuaded to ask questions.
That is the task to which I would assign him if I were
the People's Commissar of Education in the Socialist
Federated Soviet Government of North America. I
would appoint him to see to it that the people have a
good time getting educated. It is a thing that will have
to be done.
Even supposing this book were not an extraordinary
invention, however-supposing it were written in the
"heavy, unintelligible and soporific manner" it rejectsstill it would contain a feature of complete originality,
and at least one truly bold stroke into the future-it
would contain a chapter on love.' It would make plain
to the educators of children that a part of their task is
to prepare those children for success and happiness in
the enterprise of love.
I do not enjoy Floyd Dell's writings on love in these
days of the Freudian ascendancy as much as I did when
he was just a naive and candid speculator in his own
right. Perhaps this is partly because I read Freud first,
and used to enjoy.a little of that ascendancy myself, in
advance. But more than that, I think it is because
Freud's psychology has had a taming effect upon him,
whose trouble and whose charm in these matters was
that he was too 'wild. So if there is a little over-postulation of the dogma of durable monogamous wedlock (a
word that I can. never dissever in my association centers from padlock) I want to record my disaffection.
But I endorse with all my heart the idea of making a
comprehension of Freudian and other wisdom about love
a nuclear part of a regular general education. It is a
startling excellence of this text-book that it demands
tnat.
Another thing that pleases me is the intrusion in the
middle of the book of an elderly gentleman who still
wants to divide the important things of life into
Beauty, Truth and Goodness, and the author's ready acceptance and skilful translation of those terms into
. the divisions that he needs for his own purposes. It
pleases me because the book is so sophisticated, and this
classification is so dry and old-fashioned.
"Certainly sir," says the author to the elderly gentleman. "Beauty and Truth and Goodness-or, if you' will
permit me to translate these eighteenth century abstractions into our contemporary terminology-the cultivation
of the creative faculties, of disinterested curiosity, and
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of personal relationships, undoubtedly constitute the
chief ends of democratic cultural endeavor. These, indeed, together with what you would call usefulness and
what we would call technical efficiency, comprise pretty
much the whole of existence. Not all of it-but quite
enough to take as the subject of our new inquiry."
Then follow those chapters on art and philosophy and
love which ~ust have startled the elderly gentleman out
of his boots, but which will make all young-minded readers happy because they voice so arrantly, and as mere
matters-of-fact, the best and most extreme hopes of
human culture. Whatever may become of those hopes in
general, the author has proven that he himself at least is
a skilful artist, a lucid philospher and an efficient workman. To those who know that he is also a most gentle
and responsible friend, it is something of a tribute to the
schools of the future that he was not educated in the
schools of the' present; He was educated by himself,
and we may assume according to his own theories. And
I would suggest to the publisher that this is a far more
important and illuminating fact, than that he is a "Member of the Advisory Council of the Association for the
Advancement of Progressive Education, under the leadership of Charles W. Eliot,". startling and incredible
though that is. For there is hardly a better educated man
in the United States than Floyd Dell, or a man better
equipped to attack and handle any problem that is presented to him.
MAX EASTMAN.

Moods
Moods: A collection of Prose Poems, by Mercedes de
Acosta. (Moffatt, Yard & Co.)

makes me feel a little old and grown up to read
Iso Tsimply
Miss de Acosta's book, for her youngness of mind is
and unaffectedly presented. Charles Hanson
Towne in his introduction has tried, not altogether successfully I think, to say why he has a peculiar esteem
for this book. I think it is because affectation and a lack
of simplicity are the special marks of youngness when
it becomes literary, but here there is youngness without
a trace of those unlovely marks.
Perhaps I ought to explain that I have no knowledge
of the age of the author, and when I call her young I
am only expressing a disposition of my own. I should
like to be her teacher! With so much' clarity and good
taste she expresses those moods which seem to her
profound and important I or at least appropriate for ele-'.
vated expression, but most of which, I venture to think,.
are nowhere near the depths of her experience.
For one thing I would like to teach her that to live
without God, and without excessive concern about "the
Beyond", whether it may be wise or foolish, is not "to.
stifle and kill all the emotions." I think I could prove to.
her from her own writings that God is often a refuge to
which she runs to get away from her emotions, and that
"The Beyond" is a v,ague concept by which she tries to

. FiE'B'RUARY,
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"THE old ideals crumble~' new ideals must be forged.

The intellectual's mind will continue to roam widely and
ceaselessly. The thing he will fear most is premature crystallization. If the American intellectual class rivets.
itself to a (liberal' philosophy that perpetuates the old errors~ there will then be need for (democrats~ whose task
it will be to keep the intellectual waters constantly in motion to prevent any such ice from ever forming."These words from Randolph Bourne's UNTIMELY PAPERS characterize the following books.

THORSTEliV VEBLEN

UNTIMELY
PAPERS
By Randolph Bourne
An unconstrained analysis of the
springs of American conduct during
the past half-dozen years. It includes
Mr. Bourne's most notable political essays and an impressive fragment from
an unfinished work on the State. ($1.50 )

,"The keenest and most brilliant critic
of the present order." "Coming early
to the standpoint of modern evolutionary science, he has," says the Journal
of Political Economy~ "been a thorn in
the flesh of his pr,e'-Darwinian colleagues and an inspiration to those who
would make of economics a modern
scienc~."

THE NEW VEBLEN BOOK

PSYCHOANALYSIS

The PLACE of SCIENCE in
'MODERN CIVILISATION

ITS HISTORY~ THEORY AND PRACTICE

,
By Andre Trldon

A concise presentation and co-ordination of the varying theories of Freud,
Adler, Jung and other European a.nd
American analysts. The author aVOlds
the technical jargon of the analysts and
presents the conflicting theories without
bias. ($2.00)

LAW IN THE
MODERN STATE
By Leon Duguit
M. Duguit is,perhaps the most brillia.nt
living French political thinker. He dls'cusses in this book the mechanisms by
t which the state may be made effectively
~: responsible to its citizens. An introduction by Harold J. Laski traces the rela,. tion of his ideas to those of American
and British thinkers. ($2.5°)

t

;-ENGLAND'S DEBT
TO INDIA
By Lajpat Rai
An historical narrative of British fiscal
POll'CY l'n Jndl'a, ·and a plea for fiscal
autonomy, based on the best English
. 'authorities. This book is indispensable
to an understanding of India's claim
to a place among the nations. I t is
prohibited in India and was until December 19 19 suppressed under our
Espionage Act. ($2.00)

Papers from leading economic and sociological journals: The Evolution of the Scientific Point of View; The Preconceptions
of Economic Science; Industrial and Pecuniary Employments; Some Neglected
Points in the Theory of Socialism; etc.
($3.00)

THE VESTED INTERESTS
AND THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS

"If this book could be used as a test of
competence, an industrial conference might
be something more than an eighteenth century economic morality."-Nation. ($1.00)

THE THEORY OF THE
LEISURE CLASS
The most embarrassing book that an intelligent person can read, revealing the hollowness of our canons of taste, education,
and culture ($2.00)

THE INSTINCT OF
WORKMANSHIP
A profound analysis of the impulse for
achievement in man. ($2.00)

THE NATURE OF PEACE

THE POLITICAL
FUTURE of INDIA
By Lajpat Rai
The announcement by the British Government of a modified form of selfgovernment for India has brought the
"Indian question" sharply to the fore.
This book is an informative study,
based on the Montagu-Chelmsford report, of the political, social and economic facts behind the demands of 315,000,000 Indians for democracy. ($1.50)

MAN OR THE
STATE,
Edited by Waldo R. Browne
Seven notable contributions towards
the solution of the problem of the relation of the individual to the State.
The contents include Kropotkin's The
State, Its Historic ROle; Buckle's An inquiry into the Influence Exercised by Government; Emerson's Politics; Th01'eau's
On the Duty of Civil Disobedience; H erbert Spencer's The Right to Ignore the
State; Tolstoy's An Ap~l to Social Reformers, and Oscar Wtlde's The Soul of
Man Under Socialism. ($LOO) .

THE BULLITT
MISSION to RUSSIA

AND THE TERMS OF ITS PERPETUAT10N

Is peace at large practically realizable,
and what would be its results? ($2.00)

THE HIGHER- LEARNING
IN AMERICA
A deliberate consideration of the purpose
of universities and America's way of fulfilling it. ($2.00)

IMPERIAL

GERMANY

AND THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

A study of the difference between the development of the Industrial Revolution in
Germany and in England and of the deleterious effects of imperialism. ($2.00)

(Third printing)
The startling testim'ony of William C.
Bullitt before a Senate committee, including the first-hand reports of Bullitt, Lincoln Steffens and Capt. Pettit,
L"
" an d
emn s propose d peace t
erms,
the authentic story of how Lloyd
George and other members of the
Peace Conference favored the peace
move and then summarily abandoned
it. Mr. Bullitt's testimony has caused
a sensation both here and abroad.
(Cloth $1.00; paper covers 50C.)

Your bookseller has these books or can get them at once, or you may order them c. o. d from

32 W. 58th st.

B. W.Huebsch, Publisher,

New York City
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mitigate the poignancy with which she must otherwise
feel the ushering in before her at every moment of the
ultimate and authentic events of reality. For she has the
gift of feeling; no one who reads her book will doubt
' M . E.
that.

ter Burleson; it is not an incendiary book in any sense.
It is written by a British officer who, so far as anyone

can tell from his story, has never even considered 'why
wars are made.
But if the author's mind is obtuse to this, a'spectof
war, it is extraordinarily sensitive to another, the human
and psychological aspect. He presents the best picture
ItItThe Secret Battle'l'l
yet penned of the way it affects a certain kind of person~the imaginative, over-eager and over-sensitive kind
HAT is, I. think, the m?s~ intere~~ing book of ~he of person. It shows in the most impressive detail the
' w a r has Just been publIshed. It IS by an EnglIsh disint"egration of the character of such a man under the
writer,' A. P. Herbert. It is called "The Secret Battle." impact of the experiences of war. It ends with his being
It exerts a deeper fascination upon my mind, it stirs me shot as a "coward," He is not a coward; he is the bravmore profoundly, than any other piece of imaginative est person in the book. Too brave! He put more burliteratuie that has come out of this str~ggle. I say this den upbn his nerves than nerves could bear. But for
having' iri" mind particularly Barbusse's "Under Fire," , large military purposes he might as well have been a
Latzko's "Men in War," and Ellen La Mo~te's little coward :, and the comfQrtab,le higher officers who, themmasterpiece, "Th'e Backwash of \Var." It has not the selves safely out- of ha-rm'.s way, orde.red him shot,
large socialimpor'tc,mce of either Barbus.se's or",:r,..atzko~"i' were-from the point of view of large military purposes
booK: (do not th~nk it will ever be bann~,d by Pos,tmas- ~probably right. He had no l)Usihe~s in the army, and
shooting him at least served the.pliipose of getting him

*

W

(~).~t:.·of th~ 'Yay.

To Book Stores aD~'Organi~
zation Literature'Secretarie,s~

":", ,.; :~. ,

:J

,; ~"l said:. this book had no great:, social significance, but
I 's~e. th~t I was wrong. It has.;It is a small picture
Q{::w.hat .must happen on a large scate if the world continues for a period, of years"}n the' state of universal
warfare from which we aJ;e' now having, it appears, only
~PECIAL NonCEa partial and temporary respite. If, war ,is to be the
As we are about to move our offic~s we wish
'O,rder;of the day, ,even if it be, as seems likely, a \\Tar
to .qispose ,of our ,stock of Li6e'ra~cir'pam-'
betweetl a decaying League of Capitalist Nations and
phlets r and off er them to you ,at cost price.
, ,an, ever:;.growing League of Socialist Republics-then
Any of the following may 'be, lia'da($3'.oo:a
the'te"'"r!llbe little use in the world Jor people like the
' '
hero of this book. And since Su~~ imaginative, over-hundred, postage paideager ahd over-sensitive people are,those who in times of
'peace provide us our art, our· music~ ,our literatur.e, our
finest thinking, all that makes civi1i~ation what it is, the
'Four articles' b§ Lenin, Tchicherin, Max·>
,;' Eastman- and John Reed.
"
"
;
~odd ~Jl emerge, frpll,1 such a".struggle with ~n: appall, 64 ,'pages;;-Frontispiece, portrait of Lenin.: ' ihg" poverty in the.vealms of emotion and integect. There
h~~ been little enoughX:oOlll for th,e rarer and less hardy
flowers of emotion and;thought..in ·thecapitalistic society
0"£ the last h~ndred(years; but they have at least >,been
,: allowed precariously to exist. In, a militar,ize<l world
by ;Max Eastin~n-with Debs' Address to.' , th:ere Will be practically no'; chance for their eocistenceat
, theiCourt OIi) Receiving Sentence.
"
,all . .l"
30 pages-Contains a wonderful portrait 'of
Of course the question of whether, we can afford to
'Gene Debs, taken with Rose PastorStokes
dispense
with these things, is), a~purety a,c'l.d~ll1ic one.
and Ma;x Eastman at the 'time of th~trial.
I f ' we 'have ter go through ~uch a, period, we will simply
have to go through it, and 'itake;; the consequences. But
to the individual who happens to be one of those thu,s
doomed the prospect has 'no sman interest. Within the
in the second Masses Trial
ranks of the revolutionary-minded of this generation there
46 pages (only afew hundred copies left)
are many who are already asking themselves if they can
"stand the gaff" in the struggle that is being forced upon
One hundred of any of the above or an assortthem-and, perhaps ,like the hero of this book, proposment of the three for $3.00.
Order today from
ing in their revolutionary enthusiasm to lay burdens upon themselves to which they are, as a cold matter of
fact, in the long run unequal. If such persons can perform the imaginative fact of putting themselves for an
34 Union Square,
New York

"Russia"

tIThe Trial of Eugene V.'
l)eb.," "
"
,
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"Max Easttnan'.,Addrcss
to the Jury"
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• "The Secret Battle," by A. P. Herbert.

(Alfred A. Knopf.)
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hour in the shoes efa patriotic young British officer at
Gallipoli-and this the extraordinary realistic art of 1fr.
Herbert should make it easy enough to do--they have the
experience, which is' to all of us so disturbing and yet
so fascinating, of seeing themselves as in a glass darkly:
And they may have thereby the precious opportunity
to fight out their own "secret battle" in their studios or
at th~ir 'desks, instead of on whatever dark battlefield
the future may seem to call them tO,as heroic but overeager volunt~ers.
FLOYD DELL.

TIMBERLINE
STARK-WHITE against a sapphire sky
The last trees stand.
In the valley
Fallen logs are covered
'With moss and tangled things
We shudder to lift.
We hide on our faces
Tears
And the print of time.
We cover grief with pride
And death' with flowers.
And the wounds of these things,
Pressed inward,
Rot the heart.

HonSE SPIRITS
'I7 OMEN are flitting aropnd in their shells.
..,V"V, •" .Pale; dilutions of the waters of the world
. Comecth~~ugi{,the windo~s.;' ',~
Back and forth the women glide in their little· waters;
Cellar to garret and garret to cellar,
Winding in and out under door arches and dowripassages,
They· and all their spawn,
.' "
In, the shell,
In the cavern.

These trees alone,
That gave their lives to reach the highest earth,
Have no concealmeJ,lt.
Storm, time, deathStand naked
.
In the terrible candor,
The white revelation,
.
Of ., thei:r tortured branches,
And here alone,
Time is a wild glory,
And death the ultimate beauty.
Ruth Suckow.

BLACK BRANCHES
A new book of verse and plays by

ORRICK JOHNS

Price$1.25

THE SECOND

PAGAN ANTHOLOGY
An Anthology
younger poet.

of

the

most " gifted
Price $1.25
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at most bookstores, or by mail from' the ·publishers.
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TR1CnON~JUIDDLE

By Assemblyman

Man,. phases of the traetlon probleDJ are discussed,
Including the alliance between the construction rin..
and the politicians to mulct the citizens by taxes as
well all high farea; gratting on the city; the rich return
on the actual capital invested In the properties; the
difference between municipal ownership as pianned by
Tammany and pubUc ownership as demanded by the
8oeiall8t party. and miscellaneous Information for party
workers.
WaldDlan is competent to write on the sub~t because he, specialized on the New York transit .problem
whlle in the Legislature. He WS8 employed 88 a civil
engineer for' a. time. before his election by the Public
Service CommissIon. and thus "obtained an insight into
the trootien maze.

People say

Because of its stories, poems, etchings, drawings, music..'.
$2.50 a year
25 cents a copy

ABOOK ON rUE PRESENT
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-PRICEPaper Cover,
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Bound in Cloth.
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"A vivid narrative of mighty reactions"
Says Horace Traubel of

LEN IN

THE PROTESTANT
By BURRIS A. JENKINS

By ALBERT RHYS WILLIAMS

Floyd Dell recently said of this book:
"It flwes us the feeling of knowing the man as he really is. . .
The
personabty of Lenin lo01ns larger and longer with each day that passes. He is
the great man of to-day and to-morrow."

12mo. Cloth.

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

SCOTT &I SELTZER~ 5 West 50th
"SOCIAL HISTORY and
SOCIALIST ECONOMICS"
A correspondence course prepared by Algernon
Lee. Five months instl'Uction, monthly exam, inatloDS, a library of seven Socialist work II.

$1.50 Net
St.~

LIBERATOR

NeW" York

"Groans of the People"
A book for young folks
Will make them enthusiastic Socialists.
Short, clear. logical.
Send lOc to
REVEALER, 616 E. 181 st., New York, N. Y.
Low bundle rates.

The author calls this book "a scrap-book
for insurgents." Dr. Jenkins, Kansas
City's leading minister and editor of the
Kansas City Post, believes in the church,
but he flames with wrath at the hypocrisy and weakness of conventional church
life. He demands a new leadership to
bring the church out from the autocracy
of Protestantism into the freedom of the
new day.
$1.35, plus 10 cents postage.
THE
CHRISTIAN
CENTURY
730 East Fortieth St., Chicaco.

PRBSS
10blo18.

LEARN TO CONCENTRATE
-TO THINK QUICKLY
To Remember AllY thing You Wish
to Remember. First Lesson Free.
Asking tor It implies no obligation.
Jack Pllnsy.422-TL SeldeD AYe.,Det;rolt.M1ch.

FEE $10
Phone Chel.. 7328

We 'otTer other correspondence courses.

Rand School Correspondence Dept.,
7 East 15th St.,
New York City

Plaza CS096

ADVANCE MAlUNG CO.

Ask for Folder 260.
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Weekly and Monthly Publications
Addressing
Multigrapbing
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EPITAPH FOR A YOUNG GERMAN
AY never that the State concerns you not,
o artists, though you toil not for your sons.
See where I lie, I and my paints forgot,Whom Munich bred to fall by Essen's guns.
Edmund Wilson, l'r.

S

CHILD AT A CONCERT
SONATA, F MINOR BEEHTOVEN.
(For Richard Buhlig).
that child's 'face seen half in shadow,
BETWEEN
Where the dim lights touch into soft radiance
The rondure of temple, cheek and chin,Between that grave face,
As gently moulded as a melody,
What bond is there with the tumultuous sound
That burns and storms and rushes through this hall?
The child never stirs.
She is as unshaken as a marble muse.
And, under the artist's fingers,
From his fixed eye, through tensely breathing lips
The Apassi&nata seems to surge;
To catch up in a divine rage

Madison Square . .

ARTISTS' . MATERIALS

....., ..........

atad Picture Ff'tI/tn.ea
at HALPERN'S

Near PIftIa A.y. . .

These shaken men and women,
A mocking giant careless of their fearsA wielder of water, earth and air,A scourger with brands of warA shimmering healerA cradling, compassionate God••••
And when the music dies away
And blinking faces shake off their awe,
Amid the bustle of departing crowds
The child sits,
Lonely, grave, composed:
Moved and unmoving.
Jean Starr Untermeyer.

A BLIND GIRL

N°Noconscious
posing of the tender lips,
proud uplifting of the rounded chin,
A wan, dim, groping face for all its youthA tragic, mask-like face, its light shut in.
Only the restless, seeking finger-tips
To touch the glowing wonder of the world;
Only the ear's quick sense through which there slips
Some shadowed gleam of glories ever furled.
. Rose Henderson.

"La meilleure revue
qui existe actuellement!"
That is what Pierre Monatte's French daily, La Vie
Ouvr;ere, says about The Liberator. Pierre Monatte is
a leader of the CommuIlist wing of the French Labor
Movement.
"To all those comrades who read English," he says;
"I cannot too heartily recommend the American monthly,
the Liberator, edited by a group of young men-grouped
around Max Eastman-coming for the most part from
literary circles, and sincerely committed to revolutionary
ideas. It is, 1 think, the best magazine now in existence.
Ip recommending it to-day, I acquit myself of a debt of
gratitude, for in the night of the war it was often of immense help to me.
"One finds in the Liberator not only an account of
American events, but also first-hand information upon
what happens throughout the world. It is in the Liberator
that appeared among other things the remarkable studies
of John Reed upon the Russian revolution, which he followed upon the spot.
"The spirited drawings of Art Young and those of
Boardman Robinson which brand with a red-hot iron the
odious hypocrisy of Wilson and his associates, appropriately complete the text."
•... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

............................ Send this slip today ................................................................................ .

THE LIBERATOR, 34 Union Square, New York City.
Send me the Liberator for the next
~

12

months. I enclose $2.50.

N ame....._....... _................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ _..............-

Address..........._.................................. _................................................................................................. __ ....................... _....................................................................................._.....................(If you live outside the U. S. add 50c. for postage.)
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\Vho owns the press, and why?
When you read your daily paper, are you
reading facts, or propaganda? And whose
propaganda?
Who furnishes the raw rna tetiaf' for 'your
thoughts about life? Is it honest material?
No man can ask more importantquestioDs
than these; and here for the first time the
questions are answered ill a book.

HEARINGS
CONVENTIONS
MASS MEETINGS, ETC.

THE BRASS CHECl\..

TYPEWRITING

A Study of American Journalism

Reproduced verbatim.
Expert Stenotypists and Certified Shorthand Reporters used
exctusively on our work.
Translations in all . languages. . Multigraphing,
Mimeographing, Public Stenography, etc.

,AccnratelY;'·,an9, nelltly: done.
1000 w()rds.

Manu~cripts,.

Addressing,

Nates,· ero., per

By Upton Sinclair

, ., :g'copies .... ::;~ ..... $1.00 ..
4: copies .. .......... 1.20
5 copies
1.40(" :,

This is a book of facts; a book packed solid
with facts. Says the introduction:
"Here are names, places, dates-such a mass
of material as you cannot doubt, you cannot
evade. Here is the whole th-ing, inside and out.
Here are your sacred names, the very, highest
of your gods. When you have read this story,
you will know the thing called American J ournalism; you will know the body ' and soul of it."

in ·laI'ge quantities,. delivered in record time

~.

1

,
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From the Editor of the "Liberator": ','There are few
sweeping statements to which I like to sign my name,
but one is that American popular newspapers and magazines are false and unreliable to the core. Upton Sinclair, in "The Brass Check," proves this s~atement for
the first time. He backs it up with the unanswerable
facts and documents. He illustrates it with living tales
from a wide field of observation, and with a swift and
candid narrative of his own experiences which can only
leave the reader in a state of amazed indignation. I
can wish nothing better than that every honest-minded
American should stop reading his newspa-per long
enough to read this book and find out what his newspaper is. MAX EASTMAN.
From Paul Jordan Smith: The most extraordinary
and fascinating revelation of our corrupt fourth estate
I have ever read. It surpasses "The Jun!!,le" as a tale
of iniquity. and bears ·upon its .face the stamp of sincerity and truth.
From, Rose Pastor Stokes: I congratulate you! You
have muck-raked more effectively than in the "Jun~le"
an institution that smells hig-her to heaven-and in a
time when the need is infinitely greater.
From Charles Zueblin: "The Brass Check"ought to
raise the roof.
448 pag'e~. ' f.tingle copy, 50c. postpaid: three copies, $120;
ten c(}pie~, $3.50. By freight collect, 25 copies or more at 3Oc.
per copy. Single copy, cloth, $1.00 postpaid: tlnee copies,
$2.25: ten copies, $7.00. Bv freight, collect, 25 copie~ or more
at 60c. per copy. Paper edition now ready; cloth edition ready
Februar~' 15, 1920.
UPTO~ SINCLAIR, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA.
P. S -Since tbe above WilS written we have received an
unusuai complimpnt. "Tbe Bra~s Check" is bein~ printed in
one of the largest printing estahlishments in the United States,
a concern ratpd at half a million dollars. Tbey have written
to us a~ follows:
"All OUr men in tbe composing room an<'l electrotype f01.mdry
"'ho lmd occa;;:ion to g-lance over ~ome of your pa~es. are
anxious to ~ecure one of these hooks, and tbe writer ha~ been
asked by approximately 20 or 25 men. wbo would like to have
one of these copies, and we presume thilt before the book~ are
fini<:11ed that tbere will he more inquiries for your book, wbich
seems to take exceptionally well. Would you kindly tell us
"'hilt price w~ migbt quote, and to give us an order to let them
have wbatever copies they wish to purchase."

MIMEOGRAPHING

CONVENiION'REPORTING COMPANY
New York, N. Y.

32 Union Square,

Telephones Stuyvesant 1963-5296-2239

One Year 75c.
Issued Monthly
THE CO-OPERATIVE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
New York City
, 2 West 13th St.
Send us 15 cents for information on Consumers'
Co-operB,tiOn.
.,

"

THE NATION.!
and THE LIBERATOR
is proving a popular I combination. As both
magazines have recently advanced in price, our
readers, will be\glad, to . cut· the cost by ordering
the twpmagaziileS togeth~r. ; . .
THE LIBERATOR .............. ~............-$2.50 a year
THE N A,!ION ..................~ .................... $5.00 a year
If ordered together, price- $6.50. Send both subscriptions to The Liberator, 34 Union Square, New York.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE GODS
A Study in the Religions' of Patriotism by

IRWIN ST. JOHN TUCKER·
Paper 5Oc.

Cloth $1.00

with INTERNATION \USM and the CHOSEN NATION
Paper $1.00

Cloth $2.00

O'i'der of the Author
4303- N~Paulina St.,
---Chicago, Ill.
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We Must
Fly Tonight
Out of a deep sleep he woke her.
She thought she knew him so well.
Yet now, at two in the morning, he
burst on her with this terror-this
mystery-this what?
It's the beginning of one of the best
mysteries ever solved by the great
detective.

CRAIG
CJheAmerican Sherlock

Holmes

ARTHURB.

C1he.American..Conan D~le

He is the detective genius of our age. He has taken sclence--science that stands for this age--and allied it to the
mystery and romance of dt'tective fiction.
Even to the
smallest detail, every bit of the plot is worked out scIentifically. For nearly ten years America has been watching
his Craig Kennedy-marvelling at the strange, new, startling things that detective hero would unfold. Such plotssuch suspense--with real, vivid people nloving through the
maelstrom of life! Frenchmen have mastered the art of
terror stories. English writers have thrilled whole nations
by their artful heroes. Russian ingenuity has fashioned
wild tales of mystery. But all these seem old-fashionedout-of-date--beside the infinite variety, the weird excitement, of Arthur B. Reeve's tales.

FRE E
~RESIDENT

'WILSOX'S BLESSED
INTERVALS
President 'Yilson is quoted as say-

lng:-"There are blessed intervals
when I forget, by one means or another, that I am the Pl'Psident of the
'United States. One means b;v which
I forget is to get a rattl ng good detective story, gPt after some imaginaJ:y offender and chase him all over."

Col.

Roosevelt

said :-"1 did a
lot of .reading. I
particularl~'
enjoyed hal f a
d 0 zen rattling
goo d detective
iStories by Ar-

10 Volumes

POE

To those who send the coupon promptly we will give
FREE a set of Edgar Allan Poe's works in 10 volumes.
',"hen the police of Xew York failed to solve one of the
most fearful murder mysteries of the time, Edgar Allan Poe
-far off there in Paris-found the solution. This story is
in these volumes.
He was a detective by instinct-he was a story-teller by
divine inspiration. Before or since--no one has ever had
his power to make terror-horror. To read breathlesslyto try to guess the ending-to enjoy the perfect, flawless
style~to feel the power of the master-that is all you can
do in each and all of Poe's und.dng stories.
Get for yourself a thou><and nights of pleasure and forgetfulness-of thrills and excitement-by reading ARTHUR
B. REEVE.
This is a wonderful combination. Here are two of the
greatest writers of myster~' and scientific detective stories.
You can get the Reeve in 12 volumes at a remarkably low
prlce and Poe 10 volumes, oyer 200 stories, FREE.

Sunday

youAllareweek
still.
long

the hurrying crowds·
ha ve tried to dodge the horses and trucks.
AU week the filth has collected on your cobbles.
All week the squalor and dirt of N ew York
has corne to you in the last vile stages.
You have reeked of men and horses and the
Hudson River; all week you have been
dreadfully foul.

The rushing men and women have knocked
against your barrels, crates,' boxes,
wagons.
All week the crowds have cursed you· and
your din and slime.
All these six days you have been the sorest
spot in sore New York; you have been
the last stage, first in the morning, last
at night.
The Great White Way has its fun and light
and love;
The slums have at least animal affedion;
The jails and police courts have humanity
in them.
But you, you have been the dregs:
You have had the noise of more than battles, more than the cries of a woman in
travail.
You have been the apotheosis of racket.
N ow you are still.
Still as· a street in Persepolis; still as a
child-bereaved mother's night.
S.A.N.

"SOVIET RUSSIA."
A. weekly dedicated to the truth about :au. . . .
Published by the official representative of i;Iae
Russan Soviet Republlc In A.merica.

Don't be tongue-tied when Russia is
,lammed with LIES. Have the FACTS
Lt your finger-tips.

thur B. Reev_

some of them
"'ere corkers."

On
Night

West Street

HARPER

Established 1817

&

BROTHERS

----- - -----

TWO SHELVES OF BOOKS

NEW YORK

Lib.
2-20
HARPER
& BROS.,
79 Franklin Sq.,
New York.
Send me, all charges prepaid, set of Arthur B. Reeve-in 12 volumes. Also send. me absolutely
free, the set of Edgar Allan Poe, in 10 volumes. If the books are not satisfactory I will return both
:sets within 1Q days at your expense. Otherwise I will send you $1 within 5 days and $2 a month
for 14 months. Send for our special Canadian offer.
NAME ............................................................................................... .
ADDRESS ........................................................................................... .
OCCUP ATIO~ .................................................. '.' ..................................... .

You may FEEL that the enemies of 4emocracy in Russia are deliberately manufacturing and spreading lies; but all the FEELING in the w8rld will not stop the campaip
of misrepresentation.
Arm your emotione
with the club of TRUTH and become an active influence in getting justice for Russia.
BECOl"IE AN EXPERT ON RUSSIA.
Ohe7
that impulse. Pin a doliar bill to the coup~.
and get "SOVIET RUSSIA" from now until
l\Iay 1, 1920.
-----.~

~-.~

.............

~

---

"SOVIET RUSSIA," 110 W. 40th St. (Room
303), New York, N. Y. Please send "Sonet
Russia" from now until May 1, 1920.

1'0 •.......••....•...•.....•...••........••••••
A.ddress •.••...•..•••.••..•••••••••.•..••••••••
Enclosed dnd $1 in payment at your special
rate.
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THE LIBERATOR

The Rune of the So'Wer
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS
TO THE UBERATOR

May be sent direct to 34 Union Square, New York, or
through one of the following
agencies. No prices are stated
on account of the fluctuating
exchange in many of the
countries.. Please consult the
agent about the price.
AUSTRALIA
Will Andrade
201 Bourke Street
Melbourne
ENGLAND
The Reformer's Bookshop
103 Kirkgate, Bradford
FRANCE
Boris Souvarine
Le Populaire
12 Rue Feydeau, Paris
HAWAII
J. T. Fisher
763 RichardSt.
NORWAY
Arbeiderpartis Forlog
Folkets Hus, Kristiana
SCOTLAND
J. S .Clarke
196 St.·· Vincent Street
Glasgow
SOUTH AFRICA

A. Crawford
Box 3601

Johannesburg
WALES
D. R. Owen
Stepney Villas
Garmant, Carmshire
South Wales

"And One Went Forth to Sow."
-New Testament.
Sower
I AMOf the
the Seed
Unto harvests
Of Thought and Deed:
They speak of me
As a half-mad clown:
My dreams shall break
Their Evil down.
I have no roof
To cover my head;
They drive me forth
To beg my bread •..
The knaves, their own
Posterity
Will house and feed
Themselves through Me.
I am the Sower
Of the Seed
Unto harvests
Of Thought and Deed ...
Blindly I cast
The seeds about:
Never the God
Within I doubt,
For 'tis not mine
To see or know
What fruit shall be
'What harvest grow ...
:Mine only 'tis
To sow and sow. . . .
MINE ONLY 'T IS
TO SOW AND SOW!
Harry Kemp.

Wanted--Music!

D EAR
COMRADES: I am one of the
I. W. W.'s convicted of numerous im-

possible crimes at the Chicago trial of 1918,
and I want to ask a favor of you.
The Federal Prison at Leavenworth has
a band of 25 pieces. There is also a jazz
band of 18 pieces. Both these bands have
very limited stocks of music, and the Government does very little, if anything, to
furnish music for them. The jazz band
has just recently been organized, and it is
a popular weekly feature of the life of this
institution.
Will you try to do something in the way
of contributing, and getting other people
to contribute, music to these bands? Any
kind of instrumental music-band music, orchestral music, even vocal music-new or
second-hand. There are men here who can
readily transpose music as required. Donations of music shOUld be sent to John
Braigh, P. O. Box 7, Leavenworth, Kan.
He is the secretary of the band, and will
acknowledge receipt of contributions of
music.
Leavenworth Prison.

H. F. KANE.

F or The Little Theatre
Daily BreadA Window to the South
The Lean Years.
A book of one-act plays by

Mary Katharine Reely
THE H. W. WILSON CO.
958 University Ave. New York City
Price 60c.

At Home
Mr. Walt Whitman, Mr. RobeTt Frost, Mr. H. G. Wells, Mr.
Nicolai Lenin, Mws Helen Keller, Mr. HavetClck EElis
Mr. Aesop, Uncle Remus,
Mother Goose and others
For their fnends and admirers every day and evening
at
THE LANTERN BOOK SHOP
1186 Madison Ave.
Near 87th St.
New York.

I.W.W. DEFENSE LITERATURE
Capitalist Justice (Italian)............ 25e
Indictment ...•••..•.•.•..•.••••..••••• lISe
Evidence of Red Doran................ 15e
Opening Statement of George Vandeveer

~~lt:

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Testilnony of Wm. D. Haywood before
the Indulltrial Relations Commission.
I. W. W. Trial ...•...•.•.....••...••
Cross Examin.tion of Haywood.......

~~

15~
5~

250

Special reductions to Radical Locals. \
Obtainable of the

N. Y. DEFENSE COMMITTEE
115 E. 10th Street, New Yerke
(Postage extra.)

LABOR
YEAR

BOOK
1919 EDITION READY
Replete with information, statistics and
special articles recording facts and events
of the greatest year in Labor's History.
Price $2.00.

Postage 1Oc.

RAND BOOK STORE
7 East 15th St.,

New York

Headquarters for Books on Socialism, Politics, History and Science.

"Catalog on request."

E SPERAN T 0
N02

t
WRITER

The mustrated weekly.

Bin'
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A
DREAJI

BEALITY

INTERNATIONALISTS r Join the
comrades who have conquered the
.arriw 01 languagfi-the biglrest obstacle to world brotherhood. Eas)"
plealSa.nt,delight~ull)' QUICK.
For
complete lessons, mail one dollar NOW
ESPERANTO SOCIETY.
2633 Creston Ave., New York City.

MARRIAGE MrJ~d;a&'B~: ~~

G

AUTHOR

SCHOLAR

"To laugh that we may not weep."

?

•

Edited by ART YOUNG
Annual subscription____________________

$3.0)

There months' triaL_________________

$1.00

GOOD MORNING CO.,
N~w

7 E. 15th St.,

York City

Why Dot have your manuscript

TYPEWRI TTEN
Yau will receive satisfaction as to
accuracy, speed, and esrpeci4lly
as to PRICE_ I charge the
lowest possible rate.

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

Annie Besant. InBr()('hnre. 25e. No.1. "Af'Rl'lpt
Review, 25c. Diana, a psycho-physiological
book on sex relations, 25c.

h'J"HIttn~

Stuyvesant 6M7

H. SLIKERMAN

aAYMER'S OI.D BOOK STORE
IS,,, Flra& '&YflnUe, St'&ttle, Wuh.

People's House--7 East 15th Street

LaW'JIeT
Suite 909, Pacific Building
SAN FRANCI:::;CO, CAL.

ANTON

KUNST

ART FOUNDRY
Silv~r and Bronze

Gold~

505 East. 76th Street
New York
Telephone Lenox 9376

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Newsdealers and organizations
copies ('f The Liberator from
.

can

secure

J. WEINER,

. 1927 N. Corlles St.~ Phlla.
Telephone-Bell phone Diamond 4752.

u

The best CUISine, wine and
music can be. enjoyed in
HUNGARIAN WORKMEN'S HOM:E
350 East 81st St.

New York

Defense Committee of Commun-

Communist Party Defense fund

ist Party of America:
CHARLES DIRBA, Minnesota
ROSE PASTOR STOKES, New York
C. E. RUTHENBERG, Ohio

MARION SPROULE, Massachusetts
Wholesale raids and arrests all over the ~oun
I.
E. FERGUSON. Illinois
try-surpassing the exploits of the Czar's Black
Secretary of Committee.
Hundreds-have temporarily deprived the Communist Party of headquarters and working staffs.
During this emergency we must depend for defense funds upon immediate donations from individuals and groups. A committee of persons not connected
with the Communist Party has agreed to act as custodian of this fund.

Send contributions by mail only-at once-to

ROGER N. BALDWIN, Treasurer
Room 931, 41 Union Square,

New York City
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,HELP THE DEPORTEES!
MONEY IS NEEDED AT ONCE
TO DEFEND THE ALIEN WORKERS
who are being rounded up in ruthless fashion, by the hundreds, and held for
deporta tion.

TO CLOTHE THE DEPORTEES"
dozens of whom, men and women, are orought to Ellis Island in their working
clothes; none have the chance to gather their scant belongings.

TO AID THE FAMILIES OF DEPORTEES
whose bread is taken away by the jailing of these workers.

TO BAIL OUR COMRADES,
that they may adequately defend themselves.

DEPORTATION.
"

is the greatest menace that the American labor movement has ever faced. The
reactionary forces here are aiming to prohibit foreigners froqI joining or retaining membership in political or industrial organizations of the working class.
Thus holding of individual opinions was at first made the basis for deportation,
next active nlembership in the I. W. W., then membership in the Union of Russian Workers, now in political parties as the Communist and Communist Labor
Parties. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT MEM~ERSHIP IN A POLITICAL
PARTY IS MADE THE BASIS FOR DEPORTATION. This is but a short step
to the revocation of citizenship for purposes of deportation.
The hysterical guardians of ·privilege and wealth seek to outlavv every
movement which challenges their autocratic rule. The present frenzied attacks
override every tradition of civil freedom in America.

1.
2.

IT'S UP TO YOU!
THE FORCES OF REACTION MUST BE BROKEN.
GIVE GENEROUSLY-AND PROMPTLY for defense and relief.
LEND Liberty bonds and cash, or bring your deeds and mortgages on prop-

erty (which will be returned to you immediately after the cases are closed).

Deportees Defense and Relief Committee
of the
National Civil Liberties Bureau,
Workers' Defense Union,

League for Amnesty for Political Prisoners,
And other co-operating organizations.

FRED. G. BIEDENKAPP, Treasurer, Room 405, 7 East 15th St., New York City

HELP THE DEPORTEES!
MONEY IS NEEDED AT ONCE
TO DEFEND THE ALIEN WORKERS
who are being rounded up in ruthless fashion, by the hundreds, and held for
deporta tion.
TO CLOTHE THE DEPORTEES,
dozens of whom, men and women, are orought to Ellis Island in their working
clothes; none ha ve the chance to gather their scant belongings.
TO AID THE FAMILIES OF DEPORTEES
whose bread is taken away by the jailing of these workers.
TO BAIL OUR COMRADES,
that they may adequately defend themselves.
DEPORTATION
is the greatest menace that the American labor movement has ever faced. The
reactionary forces here are aiming to prohibit foreigners from joining or retaining membership in political or industrial organizations of the working class.
Thus holding of individual opinions was at first made the basis for deportation,
next active n1embership in the 1. W. W., then membership in the Union of Russian Workers, now in political parties as the Communist and Communist Labor
Parties. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT MEM~ERSHIP IN A POLITICAL
PARTY IS MADE THE BASIS FOR DEPORTATION. This is but a short step
to the revocation of citizenship for purposes of deportation.
The hysterical guardians of ·privilege and wealth seek to outlaw every
movement which challenges their autocratic rule. The present frenzied attacks
override every tradition of civil freedom in America.
IT'S UP TO YOU!
THE FORCES OF REACTION MUST BE BROKEN.
1.

GIVE GENEROUSLY-AND PROMPTLY for defense and relief.

2. LEND Liberty bonds and cash, or bring your deeds and mortgages on property (which will be returned to you immediately after the cases are closed).
Deportees Defense and Relief Committee
of the
National Civil Liberties Bureau,
Workers' Defense Union,

League for Amnesty for Political Prisoners,
And other co-operating organizations.

FRED. G. BIEDENKAPP , Treasurer, Room 405, 7 East 15th St., New York City

